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 Synopsis 
 
This monograph reports data, deductions from that data and recommendations arising from an 

evaluation of the training arrangements which underpinned the implementation of the 
Open Cut Work Model in BHP Australia Coal's minesites in central Queensland.  The 
monograph is intended as a document in its own right as an evaluation of workplace 
training and assessment arrangements.  However, it also contributes to the Review of 
the Open Cut Work Model undertaken by the Centre for Employment and Work, 
Faculty of Commerce and Administration, Griffith University during 1995.  The 
evaluation draws on a range of data gathered through questionnaires, survey 
interviews, site visits, and specific interviews associated with training matters.  The 
deductions from this data are informed by bodies of knowledge about learning, 
assessment and curriculum development.  It is advocated that a number of measures 
need to be implemented or strengthened to assist with realising the support that 
minesite training and assessment can provide to the effective production of coal at 
these minesites and the development and recognition of workers' vocational 
knowledge. 
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 Skill formation in three central Queensland coalmines:  
 Reflections on implementation and prospects for the future.   
 
 An analysis of training-related issues associated with the implementation of the  
 Open Cut Work Model at three central Queensland minesites. 
 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 
 
The first section of this monograph provides an overview of the investigation of training related 
matters by describing the aims and structuring of the report, the research methodology and 
the bodies of knowledge used to assist with deductions from the data and inform 
recommendations. 
 
 
1.1Aim of the monograph 
 
The aim of this monograph is to report an investigation into training related procedures which 
underpinned the implementation of the Open Cut Work Model (OCWM) at three BHP Australia 
Coal (BHPAC) mines sites in central Queensland.  The three minesites are Goonyella-Riverside, 
Saraji and Blackwater.  The investigation utilises an array of data gathered from workers and 
other stakeholders about activities at these mines and how these arrangements were 
differentiated across minesites and the streams of employment at those mines.  The 
investigation then extends to recommend how these procedures might be transformed to 
address the likely evolving needs of work models being implemented at these three minesites. 
 So, in overview, this monograph reports data about the training arrangements associated 
with the implementation of the work model, then offers recommendations about how these 
arrangements might be changed to improve skill development and assessment for these 
minesites. 
 
Although this monograph is a research report in its own right, it is also integrated into the 
overall report and findings of the review of the OCWM conducted by the Centre for Research 
into Employment and Work (CREW), Faculty of Commerce and Administration, Griffith 
University.  This review was headed by Professor Peter Brosnan. 
 
 
1.2Structure of the report  
 
The report is structured to make accessible the scope of the investigation and approaches used 
to gather and analyse data.  Having outlined the investigative approach in the Introduction, 
the body of the study is divided into three further sections.  The findings about the training 
arrangements associated with the implementation of the work model are provided next.  This 
second section analyses these arrangements through an examination of the (i) Quantum and 
characteristics of training; (ii) Access to training provisions; (iii) Decision-making mechanism 
associated to training provisions (iv) Commitment to training; and (v) Assessment and 
accreditation.  The third section comprises a discussion and recommendations about 
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curriculum models appropriate for the minesites.  The fourth section addresses 
recommendations about the elements identified in the second section.  The purpose of these 
recommendations is to offer suggestions about how the provision of training and assessment 
might be improved at the in these minesites in order to address the needs of evolving work 
models.  Throughout the report reference is made to sources of data, much of which are 
provided in the form of tables and, also, appendices which are included at the end of this 
report.  
 
So, in overview, the structure of the report is as follows. 
 
Section 1 Introduction and overview of the monograph 
 
Section 2Data and initial deductions from data on the (i) Quantum and characteristics of 

training; (ii) Access to training provisions; (iii) Decision-making mechanism 
associated to training provisions (iv) Commitment to training; and (v) 
Assessment and accreditation of workers' knowledge. 

 
Section 3Curriculum models for minesites 
 
Section 4Deductions and recommendations for developing further the training arrangements 

which underpin work practice at the minesites. 
 
 
1.3Research Methodology 
 
The research methodology involved eliciting data from workers and other stakeholders and 
accessing previously elicited data of perceptions of coal workers and other stakeholders about 
the processes and efficacy of the training arrangements which underpinned the 
implementation of the OCWM.  In addition, the conducting of specific interviews to acquire 
further data and refine this together with data previously gathered previously was undertaken. 
 Moreover, visits to minesites and participation in focus group activities were conducted by 
the researcher to assist with the data analysis and the generation of recommendations.   
 
The phases of the investigation are depicted in Table 1.1.  The first phase, as indicated in the 
table, involved analysing a set of case studies about the implementation of the OCWM at the 
minesites to discern overall issues associated with goals for and issues associated with the 
training arrangements at the minesites.  Appendix One provides a table which was used to 
compact the data from these case studies, thereby making them accessible for analysis of 
training related issues.  Having established a framework for investigation from these case 
studies, data from questionnaires  and survey interviews were then analysed to synthesise 
the training-related issues associated with the implementation of the OCWM (Phase Two).  In 
Phase Three the conducting of specific interviews with personnel and other stakeholders who 
had particular interest in training related matters was undertaken.  Phase Four involved the 
generation of the tentative recommendations and suggestions.  Phase Five comprised 
participating in focus interviews to refine the findings.  Throughout these phases, deductions 
from the data were made using filters from learning theory, assessment practice and 
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contextual factors influencing curriculum.  The final phase incorporates the generation and 
refinement of the final report. 
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 Table 1.1 
 Phases of the Research Methodology 
 

 Phase    Activity   Goal 

Phase One - Analysis of Case 
Studies (Barry & Bowden, 1995a; 
1995b; Bowden & Barry 1995) 

Reading and condensing the data 
from the case studies of the 
implementation of the Open Cut 
Work Model at the minesites.   

To formulate focus for 
investigation and identify areas for 
inquiry. 

Phase Two - Analysis of 
questionnaire and survey 
interview data 

Analysing the quantitative and 
qualitative data elicited at the 
minesites associated with the 
training issues of implementation 
of the model.  

To determine what happened, in 
terms of training, during the 
implementation phases of the 
work model. 

Phase Three - Conducting training 
specific interviews 

Conducting interviews with 
personnel and stakeholders to 
gather additional and specific data 
associated with training. 

To determine further what 
happened during implementation 
and canvass possible suggested 
models and approaches for 
improving training arrangements. 

Phase Four - Generating of 
tentative findings and 
recommendations 

Analysing the different sources of 
data to generate and substantiate 
tentative findings and prepare a 
draft report. 

To propose tentative conclusions 
about the implementation and 
make recommendations for future 
activities. 

Phase Five - Refinement of 
findings including focus group 
participation 

Clarifying and validating tentative 
findings. 

Clarify and validate findings 

Phase Six - generation of report  Writing final report Incorporating the analysis of the 
data and production of a report 
which addresses stated aim of 
project. 

   

These phases depicted in Table 1.1 encompassed the research method, indicate the progress 
of project and declare the intentions of each phase. 
 
1.4Theoretical filters  
 
In an investigation which calls extensively upon verbal data it is useful to validate that data and 
substantiate deductions made from the data using concepts that are the product of extensive 
empirical inquiry.  Therefore, bodies of knowledge encompassed by specific literature are 
used to add validity to the deductions from data and guide the formulation of 
recommendations.  In addition, given the scope and magnitude of this project and range of 
sources of data these theoretical concepts guide and assist the consistency of the findings.  
The theoretical filters selected to guide deductions from the data are drawn from (i) learning 
theory associated with the cognitive psychology and socio-cultural constructivist perspectives; 
(ii) assessment practice; and (iii) curriculum development.  The first two are substantiated by 
sources which are referred to in this text, whereas the latter includes reference to matters 
associated with current government policy associated with skill formation. 
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1.4.1Learning theories 
 
Cognitive psychology  
 
This body of literature provides an understanding about forms of knowledge (the cognitive 
structures of propositional and procedural knowledge), the compilation of procedural 
knowledge, the organisation and deployment of knowledge in problem-solving, transfer and 
learning and studies of expertise.   
 
Cognitive psychology holds that knowledge resides in memory in different forms of 
representations which underpin how individuals think and act. (Anderson, 1982).  These 
representations are usually described as cognitive structures, comprising propositional and 
procedural forms of knowledge (Stevenson, McKavanagh & Evans, 1994), and the interlinking 
and organisation of those structures into sets of schemata (Yates & Chandler, 1991).  Higher 
orders of procedural knowledge (Stevenson, 1986a) or executive strategies (Evans, 1991a) and 
deep layers of conceptual knowledge (Evans, 1991b) assist in the construction and deployment 
of schemata.   
 
Propositional knowledge  or knowledge "that" (Ryle, 1949), also termed declarative 
knowledge (Anderson, 1982), comprises facts, information, assertions, concepts and 
propositions.  Propositional knowledge is differentiated by levels of stateable facts or 
concepts of increasing complexity (Evans, 1991b), which range from simple factual knowledge 
(e.g. names of capital cities) through to deeper or more complex levels of conceptual 
knowledge (such as principled understanding about workings of law, the human body or a 
piece of equipment).  Depth of understanding includes the strength of relationships amongst 
concepts (Groen & Patel, 1988; Novak, 1990), thereby emphasising the interconnectedness of 
conceptual knowledge as a basis for deep understanding (Prawat, 1989).  Non-routine tasks 
require the problem-solver to go beyond the surface features of a problem in order to access 
its deep features (Chi, Feltovich & Glaser, 1981; Gott, 1989).  Therefore, a deep level of 
conceptual knowledge enables the abstraction of principles and concepts, facilitating the 
resolution of complex problem-solving, such as the transfer of knowledge to novel situations 
(Pea, 1987; Royer, 1979).  Well-structured and accessible conceptual knowledge reduces the 
need for the application of strategic forms of knowledge to formulate goals (Garner, 1990).  
Deep conceptual knowledge, within a domain, also provides a basis for determining what is 
salient or trivial in problem situations, thus aiding their resolution. 
 
Procedural knowledge (Anderson, 1982) is the form of knowledge enabling skilful action (Best, 
1992, p. 7).  Also termed "knowledge how" (Ryle, 1949), procedural knowledge comprises 
techniques, skills and the ability to secure goals (Stevenson, 1994b), and has been further 
classified into levels or orders (Alexander & Judy, 1988; Evans, 1991a; Scandura, 1980; 1982; 
Stevenson, 1986a; 1991).  Stevenson (1991) proposes three levels of orders.  First order or 
specific procedures are employed to achieve specific goals.  Being specific only to routine 
situations, specific procedures are not effective when non-routine or ill-defined tasks are 
encountered.  Consequently, monitoring, evaluation and strategy selection - the 
second-order procedures - are invoked.  The second order includes those needed for breaking 
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the task up into a series of sub-goals (Greeno & Simon, 1988) or engaging in means-end 
analysis (Newell & Simon, 1972).  First and second orders are managed by forms of third or 
higher-order procedural knowledge, which act upon lower orders of knowledge (Evans, 1991a; 
Scandura, 1982; Stevenson, 1986a; 1991), by monitoring and organising activities, and by 
switching between orders, when necessary (Scandura, 1982; Stevenson, 1991).   
 
Dispositions comprise attitudes, values, affect, interests and identities (Prawat, 1989).  
Perkins, Jay and Tishman (1993a, 1993b) regard dispositions as individuals' tendencies to put 
their capabilities into action.  This "non-cognitive" form of knowledge is inadequately 
addressed within the cognitive literature, with its focus on propositional and procedural 
representations of knowledge.  Although the role of strategic procedural knowledge - 
knowing how and when to apply knowledge - has been acknowledged above (see Evans, 
1991a; 1991b; Gott, 1989), this does not adequately account for dispositions - putting 
capabilities into action.  Strategic knowledge is concerned more with the efficacy of securing 
goals, than with whether the learner thinks they are worth securing (Dweck & Elliot, 1983; 
Goodnow, 1990; Tobias, 1994) or whether individuals possess the personal confidence or 
motivation to proceed with the task (Belenky et al., 1986).   
 
It is these forms of knowledge associated with a particular domain of activity, in this case coal 
mining, which become the goals for programs aiming to develop vocational knowledge  of 
coal workers.  Expertise is the ability to deploy these types of knowledge in the 
accomplishment of both routine activities and also non-routine activities.  Non-routine 
activities are those which require the individual to deploy complex thinking processes and a 
transfer of knowledge to secure the goals presented by the activities.   Hallmarks of expertise 
include the ability to solve non-routine problems within a particular domain of knowledge.  
These activities might include effectively handling a piece of equipment in unusual situations 
(e.g. at night or in novel circumstances). 
 
The purposefulness of this literature is that is provides a basis to understand the types of 
knowledge required for safe and effective coal mining and the assessment of those forms of 
knowledge.  In this way, this literature provides goals for skill development processes and 
offers a basis to make judgements about the prospects of certain types of instructional or 
learning arrangements being able to secure the desired forms of knowledge. 
 
 
Socio-cultural constructivism  
 
This body of literature provides an account of how knowledge is sourced and appropriated 
from social practice.  It is held that individuals do not `internalise' knowledge they experience. 
 Rather they appropriate knowledge or `make it their own' (Leonteyev, 1981).  This view 
emphasises learning as an active interpretative process and something in which learners 
themselves are the meaning makers.  This view emphasises the difference between what is 
taught and what is learnt, as well as emphasising the learners' interest and motivations 
(dispositions) as playing a crucial role in the learning process. 
 
The purposefulness of this literature is that it provides a basis to understand and evaluate how 
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the training arrangements which coal workers access are likely to secure access to the 
knowledge required for safe and effective work performance. 
 
1.4.2Assessment practice 
 
Key concepts within assessment practice, such as validity and reliability, moderation and 
criteria-based assessment provide a basis to inform judgements about the assessment 
practices used in the implementation of the working model. 
 
The contribution that these concepts make is provide a platform for determining the worth of 
the assessment processes used during the implementation phase and how these might, if 
necessary, be improved. 
 
1.4.3Curriculum context 
 
An understanding about the value-laden process of curriculum development informs about 
how the different interests of decision-makers are revealed in the curriculum development 
process.  Moreover, an appreciation of the goals of the government sponsored 
industrial-relations-led national training reform agenda are important in assisting with 
judgements about the nature of curriculum decision-making in the current context. 
 
The contribution of this set of concepts is to assist reaching judgements about curriculum 
practice that are worthwhile in their own right, but also assist in framing approaches that are 
consistent with those being advocated by the state and federal governments.  In particular, 
issues associated with the linkages between government policy on industrial relations and 
training are pertinent to this project. 
 
 
2.WHAT HAPPENED DURING THE IMPLEMENTATION PHASE OF THE WORK MODEL 
 
In this section data elicited from the survey interviews, questionnaires and specific interviews is 
used to describe what happened with the training and associated arrangements during the 
implementation phase of the work model.  The data is analysed and deductions made under 
the headings:  (i) Quantum and characteristics of training; (ii) Access to training provisions; (iii) 
Decision-making mechanism associated to training provisions (iv) Commitment to training; and 
(v) Assessment and accreditation.  In reporting the data, reference is made to different 
streams of employees.  These are principally, those employed in the Engineering or 
Production streams.  Workers in the Services Stream are often integrated into activities 
covered by either the Production or Engineering streams, this may account for these workers 
not being represented as widely in the data gathering as the other streams. 
 
 
2.1.Quantum and quality of training which supported the implementation of the work model 
 
The training-related activities which occurred during the implementation phase of the OCWM 
were quite different for workers in the Engineering or Production streams. Moreover, there 
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were differences in what occurred within the streams across the minesites.  To depict the 
differences in the quantum and quality of the training provisions the data relating to the 
streams is dealt with separately. 
 
2.1.1Engineering Stream  
 
Little actual training was reported occurring for workers in the Engineering stream.  The 
major activity undertaken was the assessment of workers' prior learning against National Metal 
and Engineering Curriculum (NMEC) modules (Blackwater & Goonyella-Riverside).  This 
modular-based curriculum framework was developed for the metals industry premised on the 
inter-industry applications of metal trade skills.  The Engineering stream workers were 
allowed choice of modules to demonstrate their prior knowledge from the extensive menu of 
NMEC modules which were designed to have application in the range of industries in which 
metals skills are deployed.  The process of recognition of prior learning (RPL) was employed 
using the stated outcomes in these modules as assessment benchmarks.  Overall, it is claimed 
that the management of the RPL assessment against NMEC benchmarks lacked thoroughness 
which resulted in widespread movement through pay levels for Engineering workers.  
Moreover, the sorts of knowledge that these workers were recognised as possessing were not 
necessarily applicable to the minesites or they were unable to demonstrate in practice the 
skills they had been accredited with.  So, despite being recognised as possessing additional 
skills, and being paid for those skills, it was claimed that they were not always applicable to 
minesites or likely to provide productivity increases.  It was reported through the data that 
there was no ownership of the assessment process by minesite management.  It was also 
widely claimed that the superintendents did not understand the content or scope of the NMEC 
modules (Blackwater & Goonyella-Riverside) which resulted in workers being recognised with 
skills that had little relevance to the activities in the minesites.  The outcome of the RPL 
process, the increase in pay levels for no appreciable benefit to increased productivity and at a 
higher level of increase than those achieved by Production workers, led to disenchantment 
with NMEC throughout the minesites.  It was largely this outcome which caused the 
management and unions at Saraji to consider alternative arrangements for the Engineering 
Stream. 
 
2.1.2Production Stream   
 
During the implementation of the OCWM, a considerable increase in the activities associated 
with training for Production stream workers occurred.  These activities included the 
production of equipment-specific training modules, check lists, training and testing booklets for 
production equipment.  Moreover, Operator Training Advisers (OTA) were appointed at each 
of the minesites to facilitate the training of production workers.  The OTAs were appointed as 
experts in the area of operations, usually associated with competence in the use of pieces of 
production equipment.  These training activities, and the production of resources, were 
coordinated by a training unit at Bacon Street, Moranbah.  The impetus for this 
post-implementation training activity was to bring the skills of production workers up to the 
levels at which they are being remunerated.  That is, as part of the translation to the new 
work model, workers were being paid at a higher rate than the skills they possessed warranted. 
 Therefore, to develop the potential for workers to be used across a broader array of work 
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activities, training was provided to enhance workers' ability to apply fully their skills in 
accordance with the expectations about workers being able to utilise their enhanced level of 
skills in productive activities. 
 
Characteristics of the training   
 
Data about the characteristics of the training accessed by Production stream workers was 
elicited during the survey interviews.  However, the nature of the items in the questionnaire 
tended to emphasise areas of dissatisfaction rather than satisfaction with the training 
arrangements.  From illustrative examples of data elicited during survey interviews the 
following deductions are provided. 
 
Despite the amount of training activity and the provision which supported this activity in the 
production areas, sources of dissatisfaction were consistently reported.  The overall issue of 
concern was the apparent failure of the training accessed by these workers to provide them 
with the knowledge that permits them to deal with non-routine situations.  This was reported 
by data which emphasised the development of superficial understanding and procedures 
which resulted in concerns about effective and safe work practice.  This frequently reported 
concern indicates that the ability of trainees to handle work problems and further develop 
their skills is likely to be inhibited.  It is reported that the workers had not developed either 
the conceptual or procedural forms of knowledge required for effective work performance in 
non-routine circumstances.  Moreover, as this understanding and those procedures provide a 
base for further development (learning) their absence is likely to inhibit further learning.  The 
following factors were reported in the survey interviews and could be deducted as being 
partially responsible for these outcomes.   
 
It was claimed in the survey interviews that: 
 
· the trainers were inadequately prepared; 
 
· there was lack of the practice needed to develop and maintain skills; 
 
· the development of understanding about work practice (propositional knowledge) was 

de-emphasised; 
 
· training was often shallow, superficial, of limited duration and lacking in comprehensiveness 

for the complexity of skills required; 
 
· trainers were pressed to minimise time/release from productive duties (the shorter the 

duration the better); 
 
· training provisions were not systematic; and  
 
· the inadequateness of training led to unsafe work practice. 
 
There were some statements about satisfaction with the training provisions reported as 
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coming from the lower levels of production stream, however, these were over shadowed by 
the frequency of the comments expressing dissatisfaction.   
 
The concerns raised above emphasise the preparedness of trainers and the focus, organisation 
and duration of the training which resulted in perceptions about superficial and unsatisfactory 
outcomes.  Clearly, in the production stream, a major commitment to training had been 
made by the company during the implementation phase.  The establishment of the Bacon 
Street centre, its efforts to produce materials, guides and work books for all minesites and the 
creation of OTA positions at those minesites provides evidence of a genuine attempt to provide 
training and assessment with uniformity of outcomes for Production workers.  It is therefore, 
necessary to temper the criticisms against this commitment, particularly as the data gathering 
procedures emphasised the negative.  However, the consistency of criticism in responses 
from the survey interviews suggest these issues need to be addressed to assist with developing 
safe and effective work practice at the minesites. 
 
2.2.Access 
 
The issue of access to training has a number of dimensions.  Firstly, there is the potential 
availability of training, which as indicated above might be different across streams (e.g. 
between Engineering and Production workers).  Secondly, there is the quota system which 
determines the amount of trained workers and hence training opportunities required in each 
work area.  Thirdly, the access to these training opportunities is influenced by seniority 
arrangements, and fourthly, is the quality of the access to equipment, guidance, practice 
during the training opportunities.  This section reports data which focuses on the latter three 
issues.  The first issue is, in part, addressed above and the second is also given more detailed 
attention below in the section on decision-making (section 2.3).  Table 2.1 illustrates the 
dimensions of access as structured above and discussed below. 
 
 Table 2.1 
 Factors influencing access to training 

 Dimensions of access  Consequence/issues of access 

Potential availability of training 
opportunities 

To what degree is there a need to train workers (e.g. if they possess 
the requisite skills for safe and effective work practice) 

Requirement for skilled workers in 
particular work area 

Demands in particular work areas and consideration for succession 
planning (e.g. what training opportunities should be made available to 
maintain viability of skills required for production purposes) 

Mechanism for determining which 
workers can access available training 
opportunities. 

What basis is used to select workers to access available opportunities 
(e.g. seniority or supervisors' preference) 

Access to equipment, guidance and 
ongoing practice. 

To what degree is there access to the attributes which will most likely 
make the training effective and purposeful in developing the types of 
skills and knowledge required for effective and safe work practice 

 

The demand for training opportunities at the minesites is routinely administered through a 
system which aims to maintain the level and array of skills required within each functional 
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work area.  This system generates training opportunities with the actual access by workers to 
those opportunities being determined by a seniority-based criteria.  Moreover, quality of 
access to the types of experiences which are conducive of developing vocational knowledge is 
influenced by factors such as availability of equipment and relief for training purposes.  
Personal merit, such as commitment to training, was not reported as being a determinant in 
granting access to training and ongoing practice, largely because of the seniority arrangements. 
  
 
In the section below the quantitative data from the questionnaires is used to provide a basis to 
analyse workers' perceptions about access within and across the minesites. 
 
2.2.1Production Areas 
 
The following factors were advanced as being indicative of issues associated with access to 
training.  The quantitative data indicated variations in the perceptions about access at the 
different mines for Production areas (Table 2.2).  This table provides data on access to 
training opportunities being inhibited by: (i) lack of equipment; (ii) seniority; (iii) no support 
from others; (iv) no support from supervisors (v) no training available; and (vi) no time.  For 
some of these items there were similar ranges of percentages operating across minesites.  
For example, high percentage levels were reported across all three mines for items associated 
with no support from supervisors (iv), no training available (v) and no time (vi).  Although 
these data do not indicate that the dissatisfaction is at the level which could be described as 
being typical, the consistent ranges from 20% to 50% which are indicative of quite high levels 
of concerns (Table 2.2).  Notable amongst these data was the common high reportage of 
Preparation plant workers (53% B/W, 46% GR, Sar 41%) about there being no time for training 
(Table 2.2).   
 
 Table 2.2 
 Production Areas: Training opportunities by Minesite 

 
 
Items 

 
 
 
 Areas 

 Minesites 

  Blackwater2 
 
 (%) 

 Goonyella- 
Riverside3 
 (%) 

 Saraji4 
 
 (%) 

Means a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h1 

 24 
 11 
 33 
 22 
 19 
 32 
 32 
  - 

 28 
 27 
 22 
 35 
 15 
 26 
 23 
 18 

 28 
 32 
 25 
 31 
 33 
 24 
 26 
  - 

 Not enough equipment a 
b 
c 

 19 
 12 
 22 

 16 
 18 
 16 

 15 
 16 
 12 
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Items 

 
 
 
 Areas 

 Minesites 

  Blackwater2 
 
 (%) 

 Goonyella- 
Riverside3 
 (%) 

 Saraji4 
 
 (%) 

d 
e 
f 
g 
h1 

 21 
  3 
 18 
 37 
  - 

 26 
  8 
 21 
 14 
 10 

 15 
 13 
 24 
 14 
  - 

Seniority a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h1 

  8 
 12 
  7 
  8 
  3 
 15 
  6 
  - 

 13 
 12 
 15 
 26 
  6 
 16 
  8 
 10 

 29 
 31 
 14 
 33 
 32 
 23 
 32 
  - 

No support (others) a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h1 

 26 
  - 
 42 
 16 
 32 
 28 
 41 
  - 

 22 
 25 
 18 
 37 
  5 
 22 
 24 
 24 

 24 
 26 
 17 
 21 
 22 
 25 
 28 
  - 

No support (supervisors) a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h1 

 24 
  - 
 33 
 23 
 22 
 36 
 28 
  - 

 22 
 25 
 23 
 33 
 10 
 26 
 23 
 10 

 39 
 53 
 40 
 46 
 57 
 15 
 23 
  - 

No training available a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h1 

 33 
 12 
 36 
 27 
 35 
 45 
 47 
  - 

 39 
 59 
 32 
 55 
 35 
 23 
 34 
 35 

 33 
 36 
 31 
 43 
 46 
 17 
 25 

No time a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

 35 
 24 
 44 
 35 
 19 
 53 

 32 
 28 
 25 
 33 
 29 
 46 

 32 
 31 
 28 
 23 
 37 
 41 
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Items 

 
 
 
 Areas 

 Minesites 

  Blackwater2 
 
 (%) 

 Goonyella- 
Riverside3 
 (%) 

 Saraji4 
 
 (%) 

g 
h1 

 38 
  - 

 42 
 24 

 35 
  - 

 
Notes: 
1. refers to bucket wheel only used at Goonyella-Riverside 
2. Blackwater sample (a) Total N=207,  (b) Drills/blast n = 8, (c) Truck/shovel n = 41, (d) Mining n = 56,  (e) 
Dragline n = 31, (f) Prep plant n = 33, and (g) Non-specific work area 
3. Goonyella-Riverside sample (a) Total N=593,  (b) Drills/blast n = 32, (c) Truck/shovel n = 134, (d) Mining n = 
123, (e) Dragline n = 113, (f) Prep plant n = 67, (g) Non-specific work area n = 93, and (h) Bucket wheel n = 30. 
2. Saraji sample (a) Total N=274,  (b) Drills/blast n = 18, (c) Truck/shovel n = 34, (d) Mining n = 70,  (e) Dragline 
n = 56, (f) Prep plant n = 52, and (g) Non-specific work area n = 43. 
 

Different patterns of data were evident for some items amongst the minesites.  For instance, 
Seniority was seen as being a key factor to inhibiting access at Saraji, whereas it was viewed as 
being minimal at Blackwater with over four times the percentage of responses for the latter 
than the former.  Moreover, within different minesites there were different patterns of 
concerns, which had some consistency.  At Blackwater, the Preparation Plant was the area 
that, overall, had the highest level of concerns, whereas the Dragline area had, typically, the 
lowest level of concerns.  At Goonyella-Riverside, the Mining area consistently reported high 
levels of dissatisfaction, whereas again the Dragline workers reported the lowest level of 
dissatisfaction.  At Saraji high level of concerns were shared across a number of areas, 
whereas the Truck/Shovel workers reported the lowest levels of concerns.  As similar patterns 
of difference were reported across the different work areas this finding indicates that mine site 
practice can influence issues associated with access and perceptions of satisfaction with 
training.   
 
From these data it is deducted that there were general concerns about support from 
supervisors, availability of training and time to attend training.  However, there were different 
perceptions in different work areas about satisfaction with access-related issues.   
 
2.2.2Engineering 
 
The quantitative data for the Engineering stream gathered by the questionnaire referred only 
to Goonyella-Riverside and Saraji, which along with the relatively small samples in some work 
areas makes the data on access for the Engineering stream more limited than that from the 
Production stream.  However, these data indicated that there were similar patterns of 
concerns about support from supervisors, the availability of training and time available to 
access training that were evident in the Production stream.  The highest percentages of 
concerns were consistently associated with there being no training available.  Given the limits 
on access to training in preference for the RPL process for the Engineering stream this finding is 
not surprising (see section 2.1).  The data from Engineering workers did provide some findings 
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which were consistent within minesites (Table 2.3).  At Goonyella-Riverside, the Field 
Maintenance consistently reported the highest level of concern, whereas the Electricians at 
Saraji consistently reported the highest dissatisfaction.  Levels of satisfaction (taken as low 
levels of reported concerns) were broadly distributed at Goonyella-Riverside whereas at Saraji 
the responses from the Main Workshop reported highest levels of satisfaction.  Overall, the 
strongest concern of Engineering workers at both minesites was the availability of training. 
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 Table 2.3 
  Engineering Areas: Training Opportunities by minesite 

Items  Areas  Minesites 

  Goonyella-Riversid
e1 
 (%) 

  Saraji2 
 
 (%) 

Mean a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

 25 
 33 
 20 
 39 
 10 
 25 

 27 
 20 
 33 
 25 
 31 
 22 

No equipment a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

 19 
 25 
 25 
 28 
  - 
 18 

 13 
 18 
  8 
 18 
  8 
 13 

Seniority a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

  7 
  8 
  - 
 22 
  - 
  6 

 27 
 30 
 17 
 17 
 36 
 34 

No support (others) a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

 22 
 42 
  - 
 44 
  - 
 22 

 12 
  5 
 33 
 11 
  9 
  5 

No support (supervisors) a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

 21 
 25 
 25 
 27 
  - 
 31 

 26 
 15 
 42 
 21 
 36 
 18  

No training available a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

 52 
 66 
 50 
 66 
 33 
 42 

 44 
 38 
 58 
 57 
 45 
 22 

No time a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 

 34 
 33 
 25 
 44 
 34 
 36 

 35 
 15 
 42 
 36 
 45 
 39 
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Notes 
1.  Sample at Goonyella-riverside  Total (a) n = 70, Main workshop (b) n = 12, Electrician (c) n = 4, Field 
Maintenance n = 18, Truck and Bucket Shops (e) n = 3, and Non-specific work area (f) n = 33. 
2.  Sample at Saraji  Total (a) n = 114, Main workshop (b) n = 40, Electrician (c) n = 12, Field Maintenance n = 
28, Truck and Bucket Shops (e) n = 11, and Non-specific work area (f) n = 23. 
 
 

The data from the survey interviews provide illustrations of the patterns of concerns provided 
by the quantitative data.  These data have been analysed and categorised into the issues that 
are presented below. 
 
In the interviews it was claimed that: 
 
· access to training opportunities was often dependent upon availability of relief workers (e.g. 

workers who could not be replaced were unable to access training opportunities); 
 
· training opportunities were not communicated to workers; 
 
· equipment availability determined the likelihood of gaining access to training; 
 
· reduced manning levels inhibited opportunities to engage in training; 
 
· the organisation of access was sometimes inappropriate (e.g. some areas overtrained, other 

areas had skills shortages) 
 
· practice was necessary to maintain skills, yet rotation opportunities were usually too brief and 

too far apart; 
 
· access lacked systematic planing (e.g."even seniority is better than favouritism"); 
 
· the specialisation of skills may be lost by lack of ongoing access (e.g. access to basic 

operations not rich practice opportunities); 
 
· previous union affiliation influenced access to practice (e.g. ex-UMPA workers denied access 

to ex-FEDFA skill areas); 
 
· existing levels of skills required extensive provision of practice if those skills were to be 

maintained, and; 
 
· expectations about access to training were not fulfilled. 
 
From these data it is deduced that the planning for maintenance of skills in the particular 
functional areas did not always accurately reflect the requirements of the work areas.  
Expectations about access, whether realistic or not, were not always fulfilled and the quality of 
the training opportunities was influenced by access to equipment, guidance and practice.  
Overall, at all minesites and across both streams there were high levels of concerns about the 
support for training from supervisors, the availability of training opportunities and the lack of 
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time available for training.  Yet, significantly, it can be deducted from the quantitative data 
that patterns of concerns about these and other issues were not uniform across or within 
minesites, which indicates that minesite decision-making can influence the access to training 
and the quality of that access as outlined in Table 2.1. 
 
2.3.Decision-making 
 
Decision-making associated with training is a major consideration in the provision, access and 
commitment to training.  It is possible to identify a three tier structure which impinges on 
decisions made about training in these minesites.  As depicted in Table 2.4 these three 
structures comprise: (i) legislative, industrial and corporate requirements; (ii) coal industry 
practice; and (iii) particular decision-making arrangements at minesites.  The consequences of 
these structures influences decision-making in a way that might be described as `top-down'.  
This means that the decision-making flows from remote bodies or sources, with issues of 
implementation of these decisions being the key focus at the minesites.  However, the 
growing exceptions to this mode of decision-making are evident in the attempts to initiate a 
Certificate of Coal Preparation Plant at Goonyella-Riverside and an alternative to NMEC at 
Saraji.  Both of these initiatives are attempts to address the shortcomings of the `top-down' 
approach to decision-making being able to address minesite needs. 
 
 Table 2.4 
 Structures influencing decision-making on training at minesites 

 Structures  Consequences 

Legislative, industrial and corporate 
requirements  

Decisions about training are influenced by legislative 
provisions (e.g. Mines Act), industrial arrangements (e.g. 
alignment between pay and the acquisition of skills, 
demarcation arrangements) and by corporate goals and 
directives. 

Coal industry practice Decisions about training influenced by norms and 
practices embedded in coal industry (e.g. seniority, 
historical associations (affiliations) between groups of 
workers and particular work activities) 

Particular decision-making arrangements at 
minesites 

Decisions of training are influenced by formulation of 
minesites policy (e.g. existence of and role of training 
committee) and interest by management, relations 
amongst the industrial parties (e.g. particular affiliations, 
common or disparate goals). 

 

What is suggested above is that the decision-making about training at the minesites is 
top-down as depicted in Figure 1.  This orientation indicates the constraints which the 
decision-making is under, and as is argued later has an influence on the nature of the 
curriculum arrangements likely to be implemented at the minesites. 
 
 
 
 Figure 1 
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 Depiction of top-down decision-making structures which influence minesite activities 
 
 
 Legislative, industrial and corporate requirements 
 
  
 
 Coal industry practice 
 
  
 
 Decision-making at minesites 
 
 
2.3.1Legislative, corporate and industrial requirements 
 
The more global decisions about training are made within industrial and legislative forums.  In 
addition, there are corporate goals and directives from senior BHPAC management which 
shape the discretion that can be exercised at the minesites.  Legislative requirements arising 
from the Mines Act 1988 have direct influence upon training provisions, such as the 
authorisation of training for workers engaged in using equipment for production purposes or 
even moving equipment for maintenance purposes.  These legislated arrangement place 
particular responsibilities on the Registered Mine Manager (RMM) at each minesite and 
require procedural arrangements to be undertaken to train and assess workers for 
authorisation purposes.  Under the legislative arrangements workers have to be authorised 
by the RMM as being competent to use the equipment for productive purposes (or in the case 
of Maintenance workers, for maintenance activities).  These legislated arrangements bring 
with them sanctions and are subject to inspection, particularly during any inquiry into a 
minesite accident.  Moreover, industrial agreements, such as the OCWM, have within them 
clauses which link training to movements in pay and careers.  As these agreements often 
reflect sectional interests they can have different consequences for different groups of 
workers.  Consequently, preference for approaches to curriculum (e.g NMEC or National Coal 
Standards [NCS]) are the product of industrial relations processes and reflect the interests of 
particular affiliations of interest.  Moreover, what approach to curriculum is favoured may be 
associated with the strategic goals of the employer or union.  These goals may not always be 
based on a rationale associated with the immediate outcomes of a more skilled work force, but 
other concerns.  For example, the gulf in the debate over the appropriateness of NMEC, 
between engineering and non-engineering stream employees, appears to be influenced by 
affiliation to particular unions rather than being based on some objective assessment of the 
strengths and weakness of this approach to skill development. 
 
So, in sum, many decisions about the training provisions at minesites are framed by the 
`top-down' approach through legislative requirements and deliberations amongst key, but 
sometimes distant, stakeholders.  
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2.3.2Coal industry practice 
 
Also influencing decision-making are a set of non-legislative norms and practices which 
influence the parameters of decision-making.  These practices and norms are the historical 
product of evolving practice within the coal mining industry, and have salience in 
decision-making about training matters.  For example, the notion of seniority, which is 
pervasive in these minesites, is central to discussions about access to training.  At this time, 
and for the foreseeable future this notion and its associated practice are likely to influence 
decision-making at minesites, particularly about who is able to access training and 
development.  Furthermore, the historical affiliations between different groups of workers 
and particular workplace activities appears to influence decision-making across the minesites.  
While the Open Cut Work Model aimed to break such arrangements down there appears to be 
tacit support in both sections of the workforce and management for those arrangements to 
persist.  For example, there seems to an acceptance that some work areas (e.g Draglines) 
have special requirements which are best addressed by those workers with a history of 
working in the areas associated with that piece of equipment.  
 
2.3.3Particular decision-making arrangements at minesites. 
 
However, some decision-making about access to and support for training provisions operates 
at mine site level.  The process reported as occurring at the minesites had some similarities.  
For example, decisions about the requirement for training is made at the Superintendent/Head 
of Department level.  Decisions about the quantum (the quota) of workers required to be 
skilled in a particular area are then translated into opportunities for training which are 
advertised as vacancies, with selection of workers being based on seniority (the most senior 
person on the shift at the lowest level within the area [B/W]) accessing the opportunity.  An 
important consideration is that the access to opportunities for training also includes changes of 
employment opportunities or status of workers.  In this way decisions about accessing 
training are woven into decision-making about opportunities to enhance income and/or 
improvements in status of work activities. 
 
Central to decision-making at minesites are the bi-partite training committees which operate at 
all three minesites.  These committees have an industrial focus by the nature of their 
representative composition.  The role of the bi-partite training committee is determined on 
site and, as such, can be distinct across minesites.  For instance, the arrangements at 
Goonyella-Riverside have seen the Training Committee transformed into an operational unit 
with responsibilities for the training provisions.  At another mine the committees' activities 
were associated with deliberations over opportunities and policies (Sar).  The different level 
of activities at minesites are also dependant upon the progress with negotiations and 
relationships between the parties at the minesite, as well as the composition of the affiliations 
of workers at the particular minesites.  For example, the particular affiliations at Saraji, 
permitted a critical appraisal of what was to be gained from the assessment of engineering 
workers prior learning against NMEC modules.  Increasingly, as the mines seem to be heading 
in an enterprise-specific direction, industrially, using Clause 20 agreements to capture 
site-specific work practice, it is likely that greater variations in the goals of the parties at each 
minesite will be realised as a product of different combinations and affiliations of interests.  
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Moreover, each of the minesites are at different stages in their productive cycles and face 
different problems in maintaining their output in the face of increasing costs of removing 
overburden.  These constraints are likely to result in quite different responses. 
 
So in sum, decision-making at the minesites are constrained by legislative, industrial and 
historical factors.  Therefore, the mode of minesite decision-making is constrained by these 
factors.  However, as was indicated in the data in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, the salience of 
decision-making at minesites are clearly important and can influence the outcomes of both the 
training provisions and the progress of the industrial agreements which underpin how work is 
undertaken.  So although a framework of practice exists, influenced by external sources, 
decisions at each minesite are able to have a salient influence upon work practice and training 
activities. 
 
 
2.4.Commitment to training 
 
Issues associated with the commitment to training can be identified as having four dimensions, 
associated with the goals of stakeholders (management, union delegates, employees and 
supervisors).  In Table 2.5 these dimensions being depicted as are their consequences.  
Overall, it is deducted from the case studies, questionnaires, survey interviews and specific 
interviews that the commitment to training is different across minesites and is manifested in 
different ways within and amongst management, union delegates, employees and supervisors. 
  
 
 Table 2.5 
 Relationship between goals of stakeholders and commitment to training 

 Stakeholders' goals  Consequences for commitment to training 

Management Influenced by progress with and participation in the 
implementation of work model and associated training 
arrangements.  Different emphasis on HRD or HRM as key 
goals. 

Union delegates Influenced by progress with and participation in the 
implementation of the work model.  Different degrees of 
concerns about training and recognition of training as 
developing or maintaining an industrial identity, securing 
additional remuneration and concerns about safe work practice. 

Employees Commitment to training seems largely based on securing 
additional remuneration and/or heightened status through 
articulation and formal recognition. 

Supervisors Commitment to training tempered by demands of production 
and lack of preparedness to participate in training 
arrangements. 

The different commitment to training across the three minesites appears to be linked to 
progress of the implementation of the work model.  For example, at Goonyella-Riverside and 
Blackwater there appeared to be a lower level of interest in training for skill development's 
sake, than at Saraji.  The former had been involved in the RPL process which was of high cost 
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and was perceived to be providing little in the way of return.  It seemed that experience with 
NMEC and RPL had eroded interest in training at these two mines.  Moreover, these 
minesites were further along the implementation pathway and are dealing with other issues.  
This varied commitment has a series of consequences for the training provisions. 
 
 
2.4.1Management 
 
The commitment to training by minesite management appears to be influenced by the stage of 
progress with the implementation of the OCWM and judgements about in what ways the 
training-related procedures have secured or failed to secure enhancements in minesite 
productivity.  Hence, at Goonyella-Riverside the interest was in determining ways of 
maximising the utilisation of workers now because large amounts of training has been 
undertaken as part of the implementation of the work model.  So, at this mine, there is a 
focus on managing workers to derive benefit from the training.  It was suggested at one mine 
site that it was easier to test than train because the low levels of manning made it difficult to 
find replacement staff to release workers for training.  Conversely, at Saraji there was interest 
in developing alternative engineering curriculum.  This commitment appeared to be derived 
from concerns about the problems experienced at other minesites, with Engineering workers 
enjoying increased remuneration but with no discernible benefit to the company.  The 
training infrastructure at the latter seemed to enjoy active senior management support in the 
form of line management (a Superintendent) with direct responsibilities for training.  A 
noticeable trend at the minesites was changes to the role of the trainers.  Given the linkages 
between training and the work model, the role of the trainers appeared to be moving from one 
concerned with coordinating, facilitating or conducting training to one primarily concerned 
with the administration of training (and authorisation) record-keeping.  In essence, there 
appears to be a movement from a greater emphasis on human resource development (HRD) to 
one of human resource management (HRM) as the implementation of the work model 
progresses.  As the bulk of the operator training associated with implementation being 
completed at the mine site, the focus is now changing to emphasise record-keeping associated 
with recording and utilising the products of the training and assessment.  In addition, 
concerns about refresher training are emerging as breadth of workers' `skills baskets' grows 
have influenced this focus on record keeping and HRM.  While this focus on administration of 
training and practice is a natural progression, there seems to a reducing emphasis on managing 
the quality of the training provisions.   
 
Consequently, data in the survey interviews, the questionnaire, case studies and specific 
interviews indicate that, in terms of minesite management's commitment to training there 
was: 
 
· different experiences and goals at the three minesites, and 
 
· different commitment to training and focus of training. 
 
2.4.2Union delegates 
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Some of the commitment by union delegates was directly associated with alignments to 
industrial affiliations (e.g. NMEC loved or loathed depending on whether delegate was from 
the AMWU or not).  There was interest in the ability of training to secure increased 
remuneration.  However, there was also interest in securing formal recognition of skills, and 
the provision of comprehensive training which was rigorous rather than being superficial and 
also the standing of formal recognition of workers' skills.  There was also interest in enhancing 
the profile of the Production stream by MWU delegates.  Moreover, there were real concerns 
about safety matters associated with incomplete or superficial training as there was about the 
difficulties associated with being able to maintain the level of skills that some workers had 
been acknowledged as possessing.  This was particularly evident at Saraji with its attempt to 
introduce an alternative approach to development and recognition for the Engineering stream. 
 So, in addition to training as vehicle to secure additional remuneration there was also 
concerns expressed by union delegates and officials about the industry orientation that the 
training reflected and the quality of the training, assessment and accreditation. 
 
The commitment to training from union delegates was associated with: 
 
· securing additional remuneration; 
· maintaining or establishing an industrial identity (Production); 
· securing the formal recognition of skills and maintaining the credibility of that recognition 

(Production & Engineering); and, 
· enhancing the provision of training for portability and safe working practice outcomes 

(Production & Engineering). 
 
2.4.3Employees 
 
It was reported by a variety of sources that the commitment from many (but not all) 
employees to training was associated with securing increased remuneration ( the `dash for 
cash').  However, some workers did refer to the importance of being safe and effective in 
their work practice.  The issue of learners' motivation to engage in training is important.  
Acquiring new knowledge is a highly effortful process.  If learners are only concerned with 
superficial outcomes, such as securing increased remuneration, they are less likely to engage in 
the training activities in a way that is conducive of developing those robust knowledge 
structures represented in memory that are required for expertise.   
 
Some workers, who were denied access to training on the grounds of a lack of seniority, 
reported resenting that situation.  Despite their interest and motivation, they were denied 
access because of the seniority rules.  
 
The survey interview data indicated that commitment to training by employees was associated 
with goals associated with either a: 
 
· `dash for cash' or; 
 
· genuine interest in acquiring skills and knowledge. 
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It is held that each of these forms of commitment have quite different consequences for 
workers engaged in the learning process and, consequently, the construction of knowledge.  
Their interest and commitment will determine whether they aim to acquire superficial 
knowledge sufficient enough to pass assessment or to go beyond that to develop the rich 
understandings, dispositions and procedures that are required for successful completion of 
complex work tasks. 
 
2.4.4Supervisors 
 
Supervisors were reported as having divergent views about training on issues associated with 
their involvement in decision-making.  However, there were unanimous in their scathing 
condemnation of the RPL process and their belief that they should have more control of the 
training arrangements.  Yet, it was deducted from the data that, for some supervisors, when 
training was delegated to them, that they felt inadequate to perform this role or were even 
quite disinterested in the role they had foisted upon them.  There was little evidence of 
supervisors being adequately prepared for the training and assessment roles that they might 
be asked to perform or manage the training activities of their subordinates.  Most reported 
only being briefed on their role in the implementation of the OCWM.  Consequently, it 
appeared that some supervisors preferred to give their efforts to other areas of interest which 
were of greater interest to them and which they felt more competent to achieve (e.g. attempts 
to secure production levels). 
 
In sum, it appears that the commitment to training had different meaning across the different 
stakeholders, with each group having different goals to secure.  These goals are formed in 
different ways and are not necessarily compatible.  The gaining of commitment by these 
stakeholders is a messy and indeterminate process, not the least influenced with evidence that 
there are benefits for participation in the process. 
 
 
2.5.Assessment and accreditation 
 
These items address issues associated with the assessment of workers' knowledge and the 
formal recognition of that knowledge.  With movements in the industrial relations system to 
link levels of remuneration to the attainment of skills, assessment and accreditation have taken 
on greater importance and involve matters of sensitivity as there is a requirement to make 
formal judgements about the competence of workers.  Moreover, there are historical factors 
associated with the distribution of the formal recognition of skills.  For example, it is assumed 
that certain workers (e.g. tradespersons) should have formal recognition of their skills, when 
the only rational basis for this is the alignment of certain occupations to indentured 
arrangements.  Other groups of workers (e.g. Production workers) do not enjoy formal 
recognition as their occupational activities have never been the subject of formal vocational 
education courses which led to certification.  These disparities become less easy to tolerate in 
situations where the formal recognition of vocational skills becomes important for 
remuneration, employment, career advancement and portability.  In the section the issues of 
assessment and accreditation (the formal recognition of skills) are dealt with in turn. 
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2.5.1Assessment of workers' knowledge 
 
Of the concerns raised by subjects in the survey interviews, the assessment of workers' skills 
was the one most frequently referred to and was characterised by language which indicated 
intense concern.  The assessment of workers' skills and knowledge was conducted in two 
different ways, with Engineering and Production stream workers experiencing quite different 
approaches to assessment.  The RPL process, originally developed at Broadmeadows college 
of TAFE in Victoria, was used to assess the prior knowledge of Engineering tradespersons 
against benchmarks (performance or behavioural objectives) in NMEC modules.  No practical 
assessment was permissible at the insistence of a union delegate (B/W).  The actual 
assessments were undertaken mainly by external assessors from Central Highlands and 
Batman colleges of TAFE.  The assessment process utilised interviews to gauge the workers' 
knowledge.  This oral approach to assessment  privileges the assessment of factual 
(propositional or knowledge `that') knowledge and is not appropriate to make judgements 
about dispositional factors.  Conversely, Production employees were `challenge tested' on 
their use of specific pieces of mine site plant and equipment.  This assessment process 
involved observations and the filling out of checklists.  Although eliciting some propositional 
knowledge, this assessment process privileged judgements about procedural knowledge 
(knowledge `how').  However, this approach has a greater potential to provide a basis to 
make judgements about the appropriateness of workers' dispositions which would not be 
elicited in the RPL process.  Consequently, an issue which emerges is that two sets of workers 
were assessed in different ways, each of which privileged different forms of knowledge. 
 
Although variations in the concerns across the minesites were reported in the survey 
interviews, key issues which were common.  As a means of dealing with deductions from the 
survey data, cognate issues are clustered together.  These clustered issues are referred to as 
(i) factors influencing rigour, (ii) validity issues and (iii) reliability issues.  There is some overlap 
between the first and the other two clusters.  Rigour can be viewed as an overall judgements 
about the quality of the assessment process which subsumes both validity and reliability.  In 
reporting the deductions from data the work area (engineering or production) is identified as 
is, wherever possible, the particular mine site where this concern was reported.  
 
2.5.2Factors influencing rigour 
 
Rigour can be seen as an overall quality which is desirable for valid and reliable assessment 
practice.  It was claimed that the rigour of the assessment process was influenced by factors 
at the mine site.  These factors included: 
 
· pressure on assessors to process large numbers of employees in a short time period (G/R, 

B/W & Sar) [Eng & Prod]; 
 
· a passive role in the assessment processes by minesite management (G/R & B/W) [RPL - Eng]; 
 
· an active involvement by union delegates and their organisation (G/R & B/W) [RPL - Eng]; 
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· perceptions about a lack of validity in the assessment process; and,  
 
· consistently and frequently reported perceptions of weak reliability in the assessment 

processes. 
 
Perceptions of problems with the rigour of the assessment effects the overall confidence in the 
training arrangements.  The claims made in the data above question the value of the mine 
site assessment process, and may indicate why there are concerns by some union delegates 
(particularly at Saraji) about the standing and hence, portability of mine-site based 
qualifications.  Moreover, it was reported that an external government agency with 
responsibilities for awarding certificates of competence in the use of specific pieces of 
equipment (Department of Employment, Vocational Education, Training and Industrial 
Relations [DEVETIR]) refused to recognise the internal assessment of these skills at the 
minesites.  Furthermore, it was claimed that when a worker moved from one BHPAC site to 
another there was reluctance or refusal to recognise their skills at the other minesite.  Issues 
associated with the overall rigour of the assessment process are also important in the 
legislative requirements for authorisation of workers to use mine site equipment. 
 
 
2.5.3Validity issues 
 
Validity of assessment processes is a fundamental quality of rigour.  Validity is the extent to 
which inferences can be made accurately from the assessment process.  A working definition 
of validity is "does it do what it claims to do!  In this case, were the processes used and 
judgements derived from both the challenge testing and RPL processes indicative of the ability 
of the worker to perform effectively in the workplace. 
 
The data indicated a range of areas where the validity of the assessment process was 
questioned.  There were claims that: 
 
(a) the assessment process did not comprehensively assess the knowledge required for 

effective performance in minesites (G/R, B/W. Sar); 
 
it was held that this was because the  
(i) content of the NMEC modules were not always related to mine site activities 
 
(ii) RPL process, being based on interviews, privileged propositional knowledge (`knowledge 

that', rather than the ability of the worker to demonstrate they could secure 
goals - do what was claimed they could do) 

 
(iii) challenge testing, being based on observation of work practice, privileged procedural 

knowledge (`knowledge how' and may not effectively assess understanding) 
 
· standards for assessment were perceived to be low,(e.g. one mine reported only 30 failures 

out of 2000 assessments) with workers being successful with assessment after short 
periods of training yet being unable to complete workplace tasks effectively (G/R, B/W, 
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Sar); 
 
· workers were being repeatedly assessed till they were passed to `get them out of the way'; 
 
· the short duration of testing in some instances (e.g. 20 minutes per module) may not have 

been adequate to validly assess the requisite skills and knowledge (G/R, B/W, Sar), and; 
 
· it was claimed that workers were briefed on the standard items used in the RPL assessment 

process.  Hence, if they learnt selective parts of the modular material they were able 
to be successful in the assessment process.  

 
· claims that there was specific knowledge of what was going to being assessed in the RPL 

process and workers had only to demonstrate knowledge of these areas (B/W, Sar). 
 
So, in sum there were frequently reported consistent concerns about the ability of the 
assessment process to assess the skills of workers, with the outcome that workers were 
recognised with having skills which they were not able to effectively use in the workplace.  
This lack of validity was reported to have a number of consequences, including: 
 
· increase in the levels of wages, but no appreciable benefit in the deployment of the skills of 

these workers; 
 
· enhanced potential for unsafe work practice as workers did not possess the skills they were 

formally acknowledged as possessing and were expected to use; 
 
· lack of confidence in the skills recognition process leads to erosion in the potential portability 

of minesite recognised skills. 
 
 
2.5.4Reliability issues 
 
Reliability is consistency in assessment practice.  Was the approach used to make judgements 
about workers' knowledge consistent within and across minesites?  If another similar group 
of workers undertook the same assessment process would they achieve the same sort of 
outcome?  If the group of workers were assessed by somebody else would there be the same 
outcome?  Would the workers achieve the same outcome if they were assessed on two 
different occasions? 
 
There were many claims that the assessment practices lacked reliability and that favouritism 
had occurred in the challenge testing which had influenced the outcomes.  To what degree 
these claims were true is difficult to substantiate. However, there was a consistent stream of 
concerns that this was an issue.  Again, the frequency that workers expressed concerns about 
reliability indicates that the standing of the process is besieged by perceptions of poor 
reliability. 
 
The claims advanced in the survey interviews was that: 
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· challenge testing was corrupt (G/R); 
 
· favouritism was exercised by the assessors (both foremen & delegates) (G/R & Sar); 
 
· inconsistencies in process (e.g. rigorous initially but hurried towards end) (G/R, B/W, Sar). 
 
The issues about assessment raise concerns about commitment to training by the various 
parties and the likely consequences of the assessment processes in terms of safe and effective 
work performance.  Valid and reliable assessment can be used to assist in ensuring that 
appropriate rigour is demanded in the training arrangements and individuals' learning.  
Moreover, it can be used to make judgements about workers' ability to apply the knowledge in 
productive activity.  Furthermore, valid and reliable assessment protects the integrity of the 
formal recognition of skills, albeit through the authorisation process or formal certification of 
knowledge which can aids portability. 
 
So, in this section, data relating to the quality of training, workers' access to that training, 
decision-making, commitment and issues associated with assessment and accreditation of 
skills have been presented and discussed.  Before advancing recommendations from 
deductions made of this data the next section addresses the appropriateness of curriculum 
models for minesite activities. 
 
3.CURRICULUM MODELS: OPEN CUT ALTERNATIVES 
 
Deliberations about which models of curriculum are most likely to support the Open Cut Work 
Model are inevitably influenced by a range of contextual factors which reflect different 
interests within coal mining.  These factors include: different interests of employers and 
union representatives; associations between curriculum and union affiliation; association with 
different areas of work within coal mining; associations with legislative requirements and 
balances between an industry or enterprise focus.  Not all these interests are easily 
reconcilable.  One of the problems which makes the reconciliation more complex is that the 
government-led national training reform agenda is based on categorisation by industry with 
these industries being defined by industrial affiliation.  In other countries (e.g. United 
Kingdom & Germany) an occupational basis was adopted for the delineation of work, and 
hence curriculum and certification.  A problem with the industry-based approach is the 
impasse which develops when industries and occupations overlap as they do in the coal mining 
industry, with the inter-industry engineering skills and their recognition not fitting comfortably 
within the coal industry.  Whenever there is overlap between the government organised 
notions of industry there is inevitably tension and confusion about which interests should 
prevail.  So, the problem of alignments and identity which is causing conflicts is the linkages 
between industry-based training provisions and industrial affiliations which seek to influence 
those provisions.  The impasse is really one of occupational identity, with coal production 
workers wishing to recognised as coal workers who possess skills which might be applicable in 
other industries or engineering workers who find themselves working in coal mining yet 
wishing, as do other coal workers, to have wider employment options for their occupational 
skills. 
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In order to examine the various options for curriculum models it appropriate to acknowledge 
key distinctions between the aspirations of and curriculum provisions for Engineering and 
Production workers as these currently exist and seem likely to be perpetuated.   
 
 
3.1Engineering 
 
The Engineering stream workers (comprising metal and electrical trades workers) have 
traditionally been trained through metals or electrical industry apprenticeship schemes, which 
emphasise the development of occupational skills, premised on a belief that these skills can be 
deployed across a range of industries (e.g secondary processing, sugar, coal).  The career path 
for these workers has been traditionally aligned within their occupational base rather than the 
industry in which they are employed at a particular point in time.  This view has been 
supported by the AMWU and its predecessors.  Engineering workers, unlike many other types 
of wages staff in minesites, enjoy formal certification of their skills and view portability, which 
these credentials facilitate, as being essential.  Hence, the identity of these workers is a key 
factor in the provision of arrangements for their trade and post-trade skill development.  
Even though there has been some movement of engineering workers into the UMW and away 
from the AMWU, there is recognition within the UMW that this component of the membership 
has particular needs which have to be addressed. 
 
The existing curriculum model for engineering workers is the National Engineering and Metals 
Curriculum (NMEC).  However, it has grown into disrepute at the minesites, during the 
implementation of the work model because it is held that engineering workers were overly 
favoured by this curriculum model.  The legacy of NMEC in minesites is perceptions that other 
workers were left behind in the remuneration growth enjoyed by Engineering workers, yet 
there seemed little benefits of this increased remuneration in terms of productivity or 
improved performance.  As a result of the experiences at the other mines, Saraji decided not 
to proceed with the NMEC approach and developed an alternative post-trade qualification, the 
Certificate of Mine Maintenance (engineering and electrical) (CMM).  These certificates 
reflect coal industry rather than primarily a metals industry focus.  Moreover, their approach 
reflects a set of workplace functions which are not specific to previous delineated areas within 
the engineering stream (e.g. it attempts to cut across motor mechanics, diesel fitting, electrical, 
fitting).  Table 3.1 is used to depict the characteristics, strengths and weaknesses associated 
with the alternatives for the engineering stream. 
 
A third alternative set of alternatives for the engineering stream is available in the National 
Coals Standards Engineering and Electrical.  These competency standards are developed or 
derived from NMEC.  This alternative has, like NMEC, been developed nationally yet unlike 
NMEC has particular reference to minesite activities. 
 
So, regardless of whether tradesworkers are affiliated with the CEPU, AMWU or the MWU, 
there is a recognition that these workers have identities which need to be addressed in training 
arrangements and accredited courses which provide them a basis for career progression.  
Those within the AMWU favour a metals industry (occupational) curriculum and mode of 
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recognition which maximises the potential for portability and maintains an occupational 
identity which has cross-industry applications.  The undertakings of at least one MWU lodge 
to accommodate Engineering workers also acknowledges these needs although emphasising a 
coal-industry orientation.    
 
Given that much of the training being deliberated upon here is post-trade it could be argued 
that although engineering workers have an occupational basis in their trade training, that 
post-trade should focus more directly on the specific industry in which the skills are being 
deployed.  Although this may cause some restrictions in the post-trade career path within the 
confines of the Metals industry, such a compromise provides the basis for retention of 
occupational identity and the development of skills for a particular industry sector.  
Therefore, goals associated with identity, career progression and appropriateness of training 
can be addressed. 
 
 
3.2Production 
 
The curriculum provisions for Production employees are not yet in place.  Two potential types 
of alternatives currently exist (see Table 3.2).  Firstly, there are the National Coal Sector (NCS) 
standards which comprise competency standards for open cut coal production and could be 
used to develop a production curriculum with associated documents.  These standards have 
been developed through a consultative process to address the aims of governments' national 
training agenda which is industry-based and concerned with enunciating national competency 
standards.  In the case of the NCS the standards for Open Cut Coal Operations are often 
based around specific pieces of equipment, rather than, for example, functional aspects of 
work practice at coal minesites (e.g. remove overburden, coal mining).  This is in contrast to 
the approach taken in the Engineering options which are more functional.  The 
documentation associated with these Open Cut Production Standards commences by detailing 
functional areas, but then fails to make associations between these functional areas and the 
specific areas of competence which follow.  This causes problems in the association between 
the specific competencies outlined in the document and their application in different 
functional areas.  Although it is argued below that the detail of these associations are likely to 
have to be negotiated at the minesite the standards run the risk of disaggregating mining skills 
into small units which are divorced from their application in functional areas.  It is held that 
the NCS documentation would have been far more effective if it had sought to integrate these 
two sets of concerns (functions and operations) more clearly into one structure. 
 
The functional areas set out in the NCS documentation are: 
 
· Clear and prepare sites 
· Break down overburden 
· Remove overburden 
· Mine the coal 
· Handle the coal 
· Process the coal 
· Maintain the mine 
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These functions provide a useful basis to consider the organisation and application of minesite 
skills. 
 
The second alternative is the development of enterprise specific certificates as with the 
Certificate of Mine Maintenance (CMM). One such Certificate has been prepared for the Coal 
Preparation plant at Goonyella although it has not been implemented yet because of some 
industrial concerns.  Like the CMM, the Certificate in Coal Plant Preparation (CPPP) has a 
modular structure comprising some generic areas of minesite skill and specific modules 
associated with the operation of the coal preparation plant.  The other option is the yet to be 
developed Certificate of Open Cut Mining which has been foreshadowed within BHPAC. 
 
The Production stream workers appear to want the same outcomes as those being currently 
enjoyed by engineering workers.  These are an occupational identity that is formalised by 
certification, but which will, potentially, permit portability of their occupational knowledge to 
applications in other mines or sectors of employment. 
 
 
3.3Towards curriculum models 
 
One difficulty associated with evaluating the various options for both Engineering and 
Production is that only one model (NMEC) has been trialled.  Interestingly, much of the 
complaints about NMEC were associated with its inappropriate management, poor assessment 
practices and its text-based modular format.  In the implementation phase the concept of 
`skills acquired' rather than `skills required' seemed to have dominated the process with 
Engineering workers being given wide choice in module selection, some of which may be not 
be regularly or typically used in a mine site setting.  Had there been a skills analysis 
undertaken to determine the skills required at the minesites prior to the RPL assessment the 
choice of modules might have been managed more effectively, resulting in a closer fit between 
the NMEC modules and mine site activities.  Also the text-based approached used in the 
modules was adopted uncritically for purposes of assessment, whilst practical (predominantly 
procedural) aspects of NMEC were de-emphasised.  Both the practical (procedurally 
privileged) and theoretical (propositionally privileged) dimensions needed to be addressed.  
Finally, the assessment practices adopted encouraged the type of abuse that were frequently 
reported. 
 
Therefore, the way NMEC was implemented permitted the breadth of choice, the limited view 
of the use of modular materials and ultimately the lack of rigour in the assessment processes 
which brought it into disrepute.  Ironically, the brevity of assessment practice which were 
legitimised in keeping down production losses, may have contributed to the cost of higher 
wages for little that was obvious in return.  The important point is that most of the apparent 
failings were the product of implementation not the curriculum model itself.  There is nothing 
to say that the other models might become equally discredited unless these issues are 
addressed. 
 
Decisions about the appropriateness of curriculum models are likely to made taking into 
account a range of factors which make an objective discussion about the merits of different 
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approaches to curriculum development problematic.  The appropriateness of models for 
OCWM like any other curriculum deliberations are highly value-laden.  In particular, it is likely 
that industrial affiliation will be influential in the decision-making process.  Consequently, in 
order to advance views about the appropriateness of the various curriculum models, their 
characteristics, strengths and weaknesses will be discussed in terms of the relative rather than 
relational merits of the approaches.  What is advanced is an evaluation of these models which 
draws upon constructivist learning and curriculum development theory to evaluate each 
option.  These attributes are illustrated in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.  
 
Overall it is suggested that four criteria should be used to make judgements about the efficacy 
of the various curriculum options which take into account the different interests which come to 
bear on the curriculum.  These criteria relate to each models' ability to: 
 
· (i) secure and develop further the occupational identity of the workers; 
· (ii) secure vocational knowledge appropriate for effective and productive minesite activities; 
· (iii) provide a vehicle that will contribute to the likely development of the forms of knowledge 

to secure (i) and (ii); and 
· (iv) provide arrangements which permit flexibility of work activities across minesite activities. 
 
However, it is accepted that judgements about how the different models address these criteria 
are value laden.  In the next sections, the attributes of the curriculum models for both the 
Engineering and Production streams are advanced. 
 
 
3.3.1 Engineering models 
 
In this section the potential and limitations of the three key alternatives for curriculum in the 
Engineering stream are discussed.   
 
National Metals and Engineering Curriculum 
 
The NMEC structure reflects the aim of having curricula which is adaptive to the different fields 
of engineering activity (fitting, turning, light and heavy metal fabrication) 
and also applications in different industry sectors.  It is probably the case that it is more 
adaptive to the former than the latter.  As stated above, much of the concerns about NMEC 
during the implementation phase are attributable to the highly active role pursued by the 
AMWU and the reported relative inaction by some minesite management.  However, NMEC 
is focussed on an Engineering industry and occupational focus rather than a coal industry focus. 
 Consequently, its application to the coal sector requires refinement (which appears to be 
what the NCS alternative aims to achieve), and its application for the workplace needs to be 
tailored to particular minesite requirements.  More than any of the two alternatives this 
option needs careful consideration and management to assist it securing the dual, but 
necessary goals of skills for workers and effective minesites activities. 
 
Other concerns about NMEC include its narrow competency based structure which 
de-emphasises the development of transferable forms of knowledge (Stevenson & 
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McKavanagh, 1992) and also the use of modular (text-based) learning materials which are 
often mistakenly viewed as a substitute for instruction in developing vocational knowledge and 
yet compare unfavourably with more direct guided forms of learning (Billett, 1994).  The use 
of these modules and direct oral assessment using outcomes stated in these modules appear 
to be the basis of the concerns about the validity of the RPL assessment processes that 
occurred at the minesites. 
 
Much of the discussion and concern about the application of NMEC relates to post-trade 
activities.  Yet NMEC currently performs another important function that is apprenticeship 
training.  This curriculum model is currently being used in the preparation of apprentices at 
the minesites' trades schools. 
 
Overall, given the decline of the membership of the AMWU at the minesites it would seem that 
NMEC is unlikely to receive ongoing support from minesite workers as this curriculum model is 
closely linked to the metals trades and membership to the AMWU and CEPU.  So in those 
minesites where there engineering workers have retained their membership of the AMWU it is 
likely that there will be strong interest in retaining NMEC.  Yet in others there will be 
presumably limited interest in this model.  In addition, the need to refine the modular 
curriculum to coalmining and tailor it to particular minesite needs make it unattractive.  Like 
most national curriculum NMEC suffers from the difficulty of being relatively inflexible and 
being dependent upon gaining agreement of industry advisory bodies at a state/territory level 
and national ratification makes it unattractive to companies like BHPAC who wish to make 
progress with training arrangements which fit their needs.  Nationally based industry wide 
curriculum may not be best placed to provide this outcome.  If there is a decline in the use of 
NMEC the question remains what approach will be adopted for the development of 
apprenticeship training. 
 
 
Certificate of Coal Mine Maintenance 
 
This alternative, developed at Saraji minesite, remains in concept form as a proposed course.  
It is based on the attainment of a series of modules, some of which are generic to minesite 
functions (e.g. Repair Existing Components, Remove Existing Components) and some of which 
are generic to engineering functions at minesites.  This post-trade model developed at Saraji 
because of concerns about NMEC has a range of attractions including retaining the identity of 
engineers yet addressing their application in minesite activities.  Moreover, it offers the 
potential for portability and formal recognition of post-trade skills associated with minesite 
activities.  Furthermore, it aims to break down restrictions within the engineering stream to 
permit the wider use of engineering skills.   Finally, the course documentation refers to 
approaches to learning which are commensurate with those likely to be successful in the 
workplace.  In these ways, it carefully addresses many of the shortcomings of NMEC in 
addressing the requirements of skills for the minesites.  Its potential for responsiveness make 
it a particularly attractive option over NMEC.  However, the key concerns about this model is 
its generic approach, which appear too abstracted from practice to permit the outcomes that 
are desired.  Essentially, all the competencies needs to be embedded in specific minesites 
practice.  They need to be contextualised.  Yet it is the generic technical modules which may 
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need particularly to be modified.  For example, for the modules Remove componentry and 
Repair Existing Components, it is claimed that there are generic skills associated with replacing 
and repairing components across and array of occupational activities (e.g being able to replace 
or repair components in a vehicle, electrical system or hydraulic system.  What this suggests is 
that if somebody can demonstrate these competencies in a particular situation they are able to 
apply it in other unrelated technical areas.  The research into the transfer of knowledge 
suggests that such transfer is likely when the component replacement tasks is similar.  It is 
less likely when the context or technical skills are different.  Therefore, the claims for this 
approach appear quite ambitious and not supported in research.  Another problem is that to 
assess generic skills it is necessary to apply them in a particular context.  As stated above, it is 
one thing to claim from such an assessment that the individual can perform that particular 
task, it is quite another to claim that the generic skills can be applied universally.   
 
So, the claims of these generic competencies are ambitious and need to be treated as such, not 
to mention the safety factors associated with the transferability of knowledge.  So, although 
the CMM provides a useful and carefully worked alternative to NMEC which is coal industry 
specific, the ambition of its generic approach needs to be soberly assessed. 
 
 
National Coal Sector Standards 
 
The National Coal Sector Standards are a set of standards for the Engineering stream.  They 
appear to offer a refinement of NMEC for the coal industry which has several advantages, if 
they are acceptable to the industrial parties in as far as they offer coal specific approaches to 
national curriculum.  As with NMEC the curriculum documents emphasise narrow behavioural 
objects in keeping with their CBT orientation.  However, the overall structure for the use of 
these standards remains unclear and is not articulated in documents received to date.  
Moreover, there would still be the need to tailor these modules to minesite activities and 
carefully manage the selection of modules being accessed by minesite workers.  In addition, 
these standards bring with them all the generality and inflexibility that is the product of 
national curriculum.  For an organisation wishing to maintain its autonomy in its training 
effort and relate that training effort back to productive activities the development and 
compliance to an as-yet not realised national curriculum seems unattractive. 
 
Likely prospects and recommendations for Engineering 
As can be seen making judgements amongst these alternatives given their different status 
(previously implemented, concept form and occupational standards) and the interests that 
they serve is difficult.  In terms of trade training of apprentices the choice is between NMEC 
and NCS, yet in both instances careful management of the provision is required.  If the NCS is 
acceptable to the increasing number of metal workers within the MWU, then this option is 
worth exploring and developing further (before throwing out NMEC).   
 
However, the choice for post-trade training is more complex.  The goal of providing 
development across engineering areas, as posited at Saraji, could be achieved by judicious 
access to NCS or NMEC modules but not perhaps in the way intended by the originators of that 
model. As stated above, it seems that having an initial trade qualification which provides a 
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platform for portability can reasonably be complemented by a post-trade qualification with a 
particular coal industry orientation. 
 
Consequently, the Saraji structure offers a basis which could be retained, with the generic 
minesite competencies embedded in particular minesite activities and with the engineering 
vocational development be drawn selectively from modules which are more domain specific 
(e.g. those within NCS or NMEC) might provide a basis for this development.  Equally the 
consideration given to workplace learning in the course documentation indicates a 
consideration of contextual factors associated with learning in minesites. 
This would still retain the desired erosion of delineation in the engineering work areas by 
choice of NCS modules yet provide a basis for more specific outcomes, which if taught 
effectively could maximise the potential across to other work activities. 
 
Therefore, given the need to address post-trade qualifications unfettered by being tied to 
national curriculum development it is postulated that, with the suggested changes, that the 
Saraji model provides an approach and structure worth developing further.  The key 
refinement is the need to draw on modules that are more domain-specific rather than being 
generically focussed. 
 
3.3.2Production Models 
 
The choice of approaches for Production workers is even more speculative than those for the 
engineering stream as none of the alternatives have been implemented, one, the National Coal 
Sector Standards remains as standards and has not been transformed into a curriculum, as far 
as is possible to learn.  The next alternative, a Certificate in Open Cut Mining within BHPAC 
exists only as a concept at this point of time and the Certificate in Coal Preparation Plant is 
developed to the form of a curriculum document.  It is also necessary to include in this 
discussion the legislated authorisation training required for production activities.  So whereas 
the criteria mentioned above (section 3.3) is applicable to the issue of authorisation training 
has also to be included for the Production stream.    
 
To extend the previously stated criteria to embrace authorisation, the following conceptual 
model of what is desired for the Production stream is advanced.  This model acknowledges 
that miners' activities are related to functional areas rather than entire minesite activities.  
Although the notion of principal job is currently being eroded, there seems to be broad 
agreement on the value of emphasising a principal functional area in which a miner can gain 
breadth and depth of knowledge, rather than a more superficial knowledge across the entire 
minesite activities.  However, while acknowledging the principal function for workers there is 
the need for the application of skills in different functional areas, when and as the situation 
arises.  Whereas the application of some skills are likely to be solely within one functional 
area (e.g. dragline) others (e.g. dozer or truck driving skills) are likely to be applicable across a 
number of areas.  Therefore, arrangements which maximise this potential need to be 
considered. 
 
In Figure 2 below it is suggested that while there is a principal functional area for workers that 
authorisation is the vehicle that can permit the application of authorised skills across functional 
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area, albeit with familiarisation training where necessary. 
 
 Figure 2 
 
 A conceptual overview for a model of curriculum for Production Stream  
 
 Production Stream 
 Functional Areas 

 (e.g. Remove overburden, coalmining, reclamation) 
 

   Functional   
 Area 

#1 

   Functional   
 Area 

#2 

  Functional  
Area #3 

   Functional   
 Area 

#4 

 

  
 

       

 Authorisation to permit use of skills across functional areas  
 (subject to familiarisation training) 

         

         

 

Accreditation arrangements. 
 
As has been argued in this monograph, and is highlighted below, there is the need to 
provide for Production workers arrangements which formally recognise their skills, in order 
to formalise their occupational identity and to facilitate the type of portability that 
engineering workers enjoy.  While it is acknowledged that a range of recognition is 
desirable, (e.g. authorisation, equipment specific certification through DEVETIR ) that is the 
formalisation of occupational certificates of national standing which is able to bring the 
other forms together and provide overall certification.  The question remains as to what 
forms this certification should take.  Should there be one Certificate (e.g. Certificate in 
Open Cut Mining), a series of certificates (Certificates in Overburden Removal, Mining, 
Reclamation, etc.) or a hierarchy of certificates  (e.g Certificate in Open Cut Mining; 
Advanced Certificate in Open Cut Mining).  The third option reflects what currently exists 
in the Engineering Stream (Trade and Post-trade qualifications) 
 
Of these options the following are advanced.  One certificate could not do justice to the 
array of minesite activities that Production workers are likely to engage in.  The functional 
areas identified in the NCS number seven each of which together contain a complex of skills 
which carry more weight than could be acknowledged in one certificate of equivalence to 
what would be expected of a tradeworker.  On the other hand, a series of certificates each 
related to a particular functional area would be tend to emphasise the particular functional 
area and potentially re-embedded demarcation like arrangements by distinguishing and 
delineating areas of work practice.  What seems more appropriate is a hierarchy of 
Certificates (maximum two e.g. Certificate and Advanced Certificate) that could 
accommodate depth of knowledge about Functional Areas with breadth across into other 
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areas.  For example, the Certificate would comprise a combination of `A', `B' and `C' skills, 
but with there being an stipulated emphasis on `A' skills from one particular functional area. 
 However, this would include the provisions of the ability to apply those skills in other areas 
as permitted by authorisation and familiarisation.   The combination of `B' skills would 
need to be negotiated according to the particular needs of the minesites.  In the Certificate 
the `C' skills would address basic competencies associated with safe work practice, working 
with others and fundamental knowledge associated with coal mines.   This arrangement 
aims to provide depth in one functional area and breadth in support and industry-based 
skills.  In the Advanced Certificate, the focus would change in terms of the emphasis on 
breadth and depth.  In this certificate breadth would be privileged by developing skills in 
another functional area (`A' skills) and depth in terms of `C' skills, in addressing skills 
associated with supervision, training etc.  The exact combination of the structure might 
vary from minesite to minesite and incorporated in Clause 20 agreements. 
 
Likely prospects and recommendations for Production 
 
Given the (i) impetus that BHPAC has in developing nationally recognised certificates, (ii) the 
underdeveloped nature of any curriculum structure emerging from the NCS and (iii) the 
de-emphasis of functional areas in the actual NCS standards it is recommended that the 
intended Certificate in Open Cut Coal Mining, as proposed by BHPAC, be the basis for this 
further development.  The type of overall structures developed in the CPP and CMM 
should be adopted.  Moreover, while adopting a functional basis for the Certificate and 
Advanced Certificate it is held that the NCS standards might provide a useful source for 
gathering activities associated with functional areas into a more aggregated structure 
(modules).  This means that activities within the Functional areas might become associated 
with particular modules thus forming the modular structure.  The NCS standards might 
then be used to flesh out the modular structure determining industrial, corporate and 
minesite considerations.  This may well assist gaining some congruence between the 
requirements of authorisation, equipment licensing and the overall certificate structure.  
That is these standards can be used as components which have distinct purposes for 
authorisation and DEVETIR endorsement.  
 
So, in sum it is advocated that Certificates and Advanced Certificates in Open Cut Mining be 
considered as being the means of securing a range goals.  These include (i) national 
recognition for workers; (ii) a career pathway based on the acquisition of formal 
qualifications; (iii) skill development that is tailored to industry and minesite needs; (iv) 
addressing the productive activities at the minesite, and (v) having a structure which is 
sympathetic to developing skills in the workplace. 
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 Table 3.1 Comparing engineering alternatives 

 Model  Characteristics  Strengths1  Weaknesses2 

NMEC - 

National Metal 

& Engineering 

Curriculum 

 Based on requirements of occupations in metals 

industries which are intended to be deployed across a 

range of industries.  NMEC is modular in structure with 

trade training having broadly based as well as more specific 

modules available to the apprentice. Post-trade training 

can draw from the pool of available modules. 

 · nationally accredited (formal recognition) 

 · portable across industries 

 · reflect career aspirations of those workers who 

wish to have portable skills 

 · associated with particular industrial affiliations 

 · CBT - based on narrow outcomes (behavioural 

objectives) convenient for modular structure 

 · content of modules not necessarily related to coal 

mining industry 

· text-based modular structure may inhibit skills 

development if not associated with workplace activities 

 · associated with particular industrial affiliations 

 · repetition in modular materials 

 

Certificate of 

Coal Mine 

Maintenance 

(CMM - Saraji 

alternative) 

A post-trade qualification which comprises of a set of 

modules which relate to coal mining maintenance 

activities. 

· related directly to activities in coal mines 

· potential for national accreditation 

· builds upon trade skills 

· a product of mine site deliberations 

· maintains identity of engineering workers in coal 

industry 

· potential to be offered on-site 

· potential for portability 

 · generic nature of modules are highly ambitious in 

terms of potential for transfer 

· need to be contextualised in workplace activities 

· lack of portability outside of coal mining 

· it has never been implemented (all the problems which 

beset other NMEC might befall CMM) 

National Coal 

Sector (NCS) 

standards for 

Black Coal 

Industry 

NMEC derivative(s) for the coal industry (e.g. electrical and 

engineering) 

 · nationally accredited 

 · specific to coal industry 

 · orientation to engineering activities in coal industry 

 · potential for portability 

 · product of national deliberations 

 · carries associations which are currently aligned to 

NMEC 

 · CBT based - narrow competencies 

 · will require tailoring to specific minesite needs 

 · carries associations which are currently aligned to 

NMEC 

 · specific to coal industry 

 · product of national deliberations 

Notes:1 and 2 - in implying strengths and weakness the judgements are based on the filters of learning theory and curriculum practice and as such represent a view of what some research would view 

these models.  Also it will be noted that some items can be either a strength or weakness (e.g. association with particular industrial affiliation providing strong sponsorship, yet may be 

intolerant of other perspectives).  
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 Table 3.2 Comparing Production alternatives 

 

  Characteristics  Strengths1 Weaknesses2 

National Coal 

Standards (NCS) 

Nationally-developed standards for coal industry.  Based 

around specific pieces of equipment. Limited reference to 

the functional nature of work practice. 

· developed for the coal industry 

· a guided consultative process used in their 

development 

· provides a basis for the development and nationally 

consistent formal recognition of skills in the 

production area 

· provides a basis for the portability of production 

stream skills 

· approach consistent with requirements of NTB/CSC 

 · highly disaggregated view of curriculum (breaks 

vocational knowledge down and dissociates it from 

applications) 

· not related to work functions 

· lacks diagnostic approach - highly descriptive 

· narrow/prescriptive view of occupational knowledge 

· denies the importance of the conditions under which 

the equipment has to be used 

Cert in Open Cut 

Coal Mine 

Production 

(COCMP) 

Proposed Certificate(s) to provide a career pathway for 

workers in BHPAC mines, based on acquiring a combination 

of general mine site knowledge and skills and also those 

associated with particular functional areas (e.g. remove 

overburden, drilling, mining coal). 

· developed for particular coal mines 

· provides formal recognition for Production  

workers 

· facilitates basis for training programs and 

portability  

· provides an identifiable occupational qualification 

for production workers 

· offers basis for career development for production 

· structure remains unclear 

· its standing will be dependant upon the rigour of the 

training and assessment which underpin it 

· if it cannot be linked to attainment of external 

certification (e.g. DEVETIR) then it will lack standing 

· difficulty of balancing general minesite knowledge with 

requirements for specific functional areas. 

Cert in Coal 

Preparation Plant 

(CCPP) 

A proposed Certificate for coal preparation plant workers 

which comprises a set of generic modules with some 

directly associated with coal preparation plants. 

· developed for a particular coal mine 

· provides formal recognition for operators 

· facilitates basis for training programs and some 

portability  

· generic nature of modules may be problematic  

unless contextualised in workplace activities 

· lack of portability outside of coal mining 

· it has never been implemented (all the problems which 

beset other initiatives might befall CCPP) 
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4. DEVELOPING FURTHER THE MINESITE TRAINING PROVISIONS 
 
This section provides a set of recommendations which arise from the deductions of the data in the 
section of this report and taking into account the discussion above about approaches models of 
curriculum.  The organisation of this section reflects that of Section 2 with issues associated with:  
(i) Quantum and characteristics of training; (ii) Access to training provisions; (iii) Decision-making 
mechanism associated to training provisions (iv) Commitment to training; and (v) Assessment and 
accreditation being addressed.  However, as many of these issues are interrelated linkages 
between the recommendations is highlighted. For example, one recommendation refers to making 
the training more structured and of greater length, however this needs to tempered against 
another which states that the frequency of training opportunities be commensurate with managed 
succession planning which can provide extensive access to guided practice in the new work area.  
Equally, the recommendation about workers being encouraged to give some of their own (unpaid) 
time to the development of their vocational knowledge needs to be linked to the prospect of these 
workers receiving formal certification of their skills to engaging such participants. 
 
However, before embarking with these recommendations it is important to place some parameters 
around the nature of what is being recommended.  It is acknowledged in advancing ideas about 
improving the provision of training at minesites that the primary functions of coal mines is 
extracting, preparing and handling coal.  Coal mines are not educational institutions in any formal 
sense, yet as is argued below, coal mines have the potential to provide experiences and guidance 
which can result in the development of the array of knowledge required for expert performance.  
The training of workers and the recognition of their skills are activities which are primarily 
undertaken to achieve the production and safety goals of the minesites.  However, given the need 
for safe effective work practice and legislated arrangements it is necessary to consider the 
development of workers' skills in both productive and strategic ways.  What is recommended 
below are measures to enhance the development of skills in the workplace through participation in 
everyday activities at the minesites.  What is evident that these recommendations will require to 
be implemented with different emphasis in different minesites. 
 
Developing skills in the workplace 
The recommendations provided below emphasise arrangements that are focussed on providing 
procedures aimed at securing a skilled, effective workforce in ways that are conducive with training 
being part of everyday work practice at the minesites, rather than procedures which are 
disembedded from the workplace (e.g. in training rooms or TAFE college).  What this means is that 
for many areas of developing vocational knowledge workplaces provide access to experiences 
which can lead to the development of expertise (Billett, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1994).  However, 
rather than these activities taking place in training rooms or schoolhouses, the most likely sources 
of accessible knowledge can be found through (i) participation in everyday activities of the 
minesites; (ii) extensive practice with guidance by a more expert other, (iii) opportunities for 
learners to interact with more experienced workers (iv) and movement from peripheral (less 
accountable) activities to more difficult activities.  These sorts of learning experiences have 
characterised as being informal and adhoc.  However, in recent work it is being increasingly 
acknowledged that engaging in such activities play a key constructive role in learning and often 
engage the learner in a rich process of joint problem-solving with more expert others.  For 
example, listening and observing, normally dismissed as being a passive approach to learning has 
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consistently been reported as being a rich source of knowledge in workplace learning situations in 
three studies conducted in Queensland (Billett, 1992, 1993a, 1994).  One of those studies was 
conducted at BHPAC sites in central Queensland.   
 
However, there are problems associated with workplace learning, many of which have been 
highlighted above.  These include problems such as the reluctance of experts to provide guidance, 
access to learning experiences and also the way learning experiences are organised.  There is also 
the danger of acquiring inappropriate knowledge (e.g. bad habits, unsafe work practice).  Yet it is 
also known that when knowledge is taught in other settings there is often very limited transfer of 
that knowledge into the workplace.  Other concerns which need to be addressed are the concerns 
about understanding (conceptual knowledge) with workers who have experienced workplace 
learning claiming they do not understand why they are doing things.  Added to this is the 
opaqueness of knowledge hidden behind computers and automated machinery.  Moreover, the 
realisation that an important aspect of workplace learning is for more expert workers to assist 
learners access and understand that knowledge which that may not be accessible as part of 
everyday work practices, because it is hidden (e.g. understanding about force factors, 
characteristics and composition of different types of coal, situations which are inherently 
dangerous, etc.). 
 
So the recommendations below are shaped by a view of learning that is situated in the 
circumstances of its application, through participation in everyday minesite activities guided by 
expert others to minimise the shortcomings just highlighted.  Little reference is made to any 
formalised training activities (e.g in training rooms) except were the nature of what is being taught 
or the authentic circumstances do not permit interaction amongst workers (e.g. high levels of 
noise).  Even in these circumstances it is acknowledged that knowledge acquired in training rooms 
then has to be transferred to circumstances outside. 
 
 
4.1Quality of training provisions 
 
4.1.1  Improving the quality of training 
 
In overview, the recommendations for improving the quality of training are illustrated in Table 4.1. 
 Table 4.1 
 Improving the quality of training 

(i) trainers preparation and qualifications need improving  
 
(ii) assessors preparation and qualifications need improving 
 
(iii) moderation processes are required for assessment 
 
(iv) central co-ordination of training and assessment at mine site (gain ownership) and 

co-ordination across minesites (e.g. revisit Bacon St concept) 
 
(v) techniques available for workplace skill development (a) cognitive apprenticeship (b) 

techniques to develop conceptual knowledge 
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(i) trainers preparation and qualifications need improving and (ii) assessors preparation and 
qualifications need improving  
 
Minesite trainers are engaged in the development, implementation, management and evaluation of 
training arrangements.  The outcomes of their activities have significant consequences, 
particularly in how they train workers and conduct assessment of workers knowledge.  In effect, 
these trainers are engaged in a wider range of activities than many of their counterparts in 
organisations such as TAFE.  Moreover, the practice of minesite trainers occurs in situations of 
greater isolation than for those working with other vocational educators, such as in TAFE.  This 
means that these trainers require a greater reliance upon their own expertise than those who can 
call upon the skills of others.  Furthermore, given the concerns in the data about the standard of 
training and assessment it would seem that those individuals with responsibility for organising and 
managing training functions and making judgements about workers competencies should be 
professionally prepared.  That is they should have or undertake a standard of professional 
preparation to be able to competently undertake their training and assessment duties in a 
professional manner.  A number of university-based programs exist which minesite trainers can 
and have accessed by distant modes.  Most of these programs have flexible entry requirements 
that permit adult entry and provide credits for previously acquired skills.  This arrangement 
provides professional preparation which is underpinned by these trainers ongoing participation in 
everyday training activity supported by the external program which facilitates the development of 
their professional knowledge.  Therefore, it is recommended that minesite trainers and assessors 
access formal professional preparation. 
 
(iii) moderation processes are required for assessment 
 
Moderation is the process whereby other assessors are involved in the decisions about assessment 
to improve its reliability - that is to assist with the decision-making being similar across the 
assessment of workers.  In effect, this means that assessors from other sites might be involved in 
making judgements about workers skills at a particular site or even across work areas where 
appropriate.  There seems to be a number of advantages for such an approach.  These include 
(a) assisting with the reliability across minesites; (b) reducing pressure on the assessor based at the 
particular minesite (The assessors work and live in communities in which they have to make difficult 
decisions about others' competence); (c) making the assessment process more transparent and 
avoids claims of favouritism by host assessor and (d), overtime, leading to the deployment of 
consistent standards in assessment which will also influence the rigour of training.  What is 
recommended is that, at a particular minesite, the host assessor is either supported by or has the 
assessments undertaken by an assessor from another minesite.  Given the experience with the 
RPL process it would seem that there is more potential benefit in an internal moderation process 
rather than importing external assessors, except it circumstances where this is a regulatory 
requirement. 
 
(iv) central co-ordination of training and assessment at mine site and co-ordination across minesites 
 
Given that there is an emphasis on uniformity of training and assessment which is being driven by 
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government policy (National Training Reform Agenda) and regulation (e.g authorisation training), 
the desire for work practices that are able to consistently deliver a quality of coal at a level of 
production and also to maximise the training effort within the minesites, some co-ordination of the 
BHPAC training effort is desirable.  What is recommended is not a direct return to the Bacon 
Street model where decision-making and resourcing became centralised, but rather a coordinating 
role which facilitates the approaches to, resource development, sourcing and guidance for the 
implementation of initiatives.  The co-ordination role could assist with managing moderation of 
workplace assessments, guiding the implementation of initiatives, developing best practice, 
providing a forum for trainers to share concerns and resolve problems, and work towards pooling 
the development of training expertise as it applies to BHPAC's coal-mining activities.  Moreover, 
such a role could reduce the isolation of trainers and provide support structures for those who are 
engaged in providing guided learning experiences in the workplace which may well be outside of 
the expertise of individual trainers. 
 
What is being recommended is not a unit of trainers, but perhaps just one individual at a 
reasonably central location with a space for meetings and facilities for communication and 
dissemination of information.  Essentially this co-ordination role would be one of training 
expertise, rather than particular minesite knowledge (e.g. as with OTA) however, the coordinator 
would have to have had extensive experience in minesites.  Another possibility is for the 
coordinating role to be rotated amongst minesite trainers. 
 
At each minesite there may also be the need to maximise the co-ordination of training, particularly 
as what is suggested below relates to a more structured set of arrangements for learners 
experiences and assistance with guidance by experts for the development of rich vocational 
knowledge. 
 
(v) techniques available for workplace skill development (a) cognitive apprenticeship (b) techniques 
to develop conceptual knowledge 
 
As stated earlier, everyday activities in the workplace gratuitously provides an array of experiences 
for the development of vocational knowledge.  These are accessed as individuals participate in 
everyday activities in the coal mines.  To maximise the potential of the workplace as a learning 
environment it is necessary to utilise some instructional processes that can be undertaken as part 
of everyday activity in the mines and also be used by expert others who are not 
professionally-prepared specialist trainers. 
 
The cognitive apprenticeship model (Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989) is an approach to assist the 
acquisition of vocational knowledge, particularly procedural knowledge.  This instructional 
methodology has been modified by Billett (1993c) for use in the workplace.  This apprenticeship 
method of instruction involves phases of modelling, coaching, scaffolding and fading (Collins, Brown 
& Newman, 1989).   
 

Modelling → Coaching → Scaffolding → Fading 

 
Modelling involves an expert executing a task so that learners can observe and build a conceptual 
model of the processes required to successfully accomplish  tasks.  This may require the 
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externalisation of internal (cognitive) procedures that experts deploy when utilising their 
procedural and conceptual knowledge. 
 
Coaching consists of a process of observation and monitoring as learners carry out activities.  
Experts provides hints, feedback, clues and tricks of the trade to assist learners achieve desired 
outcomes.  Coaching may also involve repeated demonstrations of a task, or part of the task.  
The provision of supportive comments are also part of the coaching phase.  Coaching may serve to 
direct learners' attention to aspects of the task that are known about, but temporarily overlooked.  
Coaching focuses on the enactment and integration of skills in the securing of a well-understood 
goal through suggestions and highly interactive and situated feedback.  
 
Scaffolding refers to the support that experts provides for learners, albeit at more of a distance.  
This support can take the form of providing learners which opportunities to acquire knowledge and 
skills that are within the scope of learners' ability.  Additional suggestions or help, take the form of 
physical supports such as general reminders might comprise scaffolding  " if you hold the lever in 
this position and watch the edge of the blade while you move forward you will get an even cut".  
Scaffolding may require the expert to carry out part of the overall task that the student cannot yet 
manage.   
 
Fading consists of the gradual removal of support until learners are able to conduct the task 
independently.  This more distant support might lead to decisions about providing opportunities 
to engage in a range of more complex tasks. 
 
This instructional approach can be utilised in the minesites as part of everyday activities with 
guidance from a more expert other.  Beyond the development of procedures through cognitive 
apprenticeships is the need to assist learners secure an understanding about the concepts 
(understanding) which underpins the successful deployment of procedures.  Strategies such as 
questioning dialogues, where the learner is pressed to answer questions about prospective tasks 
rather than being told by the expert, analogies and diagrams are useful techniques for accessing 
conceptual knowledge in workplace as part of everyday work practice.  It is suggested that these 
strategies be used during guided practice which is referred to in the next section. 
 
It is recommended that minesite trainers instruct those expert workers involved in providing guided 
learning experiences (see below) in the use of these techniques, to assist the quality of minesite 
training and build upon what is provided as part of everyday activities.  Moreover, these strategies 
can be used as part of everyday practice they do not require special training rooms or taking 
workers away from productive activities.  Quite the contrary, they utilise such activities.  
Therefore, it is recommended that the minesite workers who will have the responsibility of 
providing guided learning experiences in the workplace be instructed in the use of these types of 
strategies by minesite trainers. 
 
4.1.2  Training arrangements requiring more structure 
 
In overview, the recommendations for providing greater structure for the training arrangements 
are illustrated in Table 4.2. 
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 Table 4.2 
 Training arrangements require more structure 

(i) induction training → authorisation training → extensive guided practice → 
authorisation (internal and external certification) 

 
(ii) without opportunity for extensive guided practice training not to be offered 
 
(iii) introduce the learning curriculum 

 
(i) induction training → authorisation training → extensive guided practice → authorisation 
(internal and external certification) 
 
The provision of training needs to become more structured to provide a pathway of experiences to 
take the learner from being a novice to develop expertise.  These arrangements exist informally in 
some minesites, but should be structured to provide a pathway for learners.  To take an example, 
such a structured arrangement might start with induction training on trucks or dozers.  This would 
be linked to extensive practice by participating in the shift using the equipment.  Along the way 
the requirements for authorisation would be fulfilled.  By participating in rotational shifts with the 
guidance of more expert others, the worker would develop an array of skills required of an expert 
dozer or truck driver, for examples.  There should be a structured movement from less complex 
activities to more complex activities in order to safely and effectively build up skills (see learning 
curriculum below).  As shifts rotate they have to deal with different problems and work under 
different conditions.  Participation in these activities should develop a rich set of procedures and 
understanding about the work activities. Arrangements for practice are likely to be different across 
work areas.  For instance, access to operating a drag line would come about through being 
associated with associated activities (as happens at some minesites currently), whereas there might 
be a pathway through trucks of different size or function. 
  
To achieve the goal of a skilled adaptable workforce the training has to go beyond superficial 
formalised training backed up by minimal practice.  The reason individuals can go back to riding 
bicycles after years without do so is not that learning to ride a bike was based on an initial overview 
of a bike and then a few shaky trips around the yard.  Instead, the repeated practice of riding a 
bike meant that bike riders developed rich procedures about how to balance, ride, steer and stop.  
Hence, these well-developed skills permit application after years of absence.  This is the type of 
experience that it is important to develop in minesites.  The expenditure on training will be largely 
wasted unless it includes extensive practice. 
 
So what is recommended is that a set of experiences be arranged which are structured and take the 
learner from induction to authorisation and then on to more guided practice through participation 
in shifts.  As discussed above, it is anticipated that there will be levels of formal certification of 
skills in the workplace learning arrangements.   
 
(ii) without opportunity for extensive guided practice training not to be offered 
 
Having stated the need to structure training arrangements which include extensive periods of 
guided practice by participating in shift rosters, it is held that if such guided practice cannot 
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reasonably be provided that the training opportunity should not be offered.  Literature on the 
development of skills and what has been stated repeatedly by subjects in this study clearly indicate 
that the training opportunity is wasted unless it is reinforced by practice which will develop the 
requisite skills.  Essentially it is waste of effort and funds and may lead to dissatisfaction or, worse 
still, unsafe work practice if a worker with only a superficial level of skill is asked to perform a task 
that they are trained in but not practised enough to be successful.   
 
(iii) introduce the learning curriculum 
 
The concept of the learning curriculum (Lave, 1990) is to arrange a set of experiences that tasks the 
individual from performing peripheral activities to those which are central to effective work 
practice.  For example, a learning curriculum for dozer driving might start with extensive 
experience on the rehabilitation area, then move onto an activity near the high wall and then onto 
a coal stockpile.   This arrangement would fit in with the authorisation and familiarisation 
requirements as they are currently arrayed.  Alternatively, the learning curriculum for a dragline 
might include working in the support team around the dragline, using the dozer to assist the 
dragline before sitting along side the dragline operator before having a go at the actual controls of 
the dragline itself as already happens in some minesites.  The qualities desired in the learning 
curriculum are that the activities accessed by the learners take them from peripheral activities to 
ones of greater importance (accountability, difficulty, complexity).  However, that pathway needs 
to be supplemented by opportunities for learners to understand the product of the activities.  
Therefore, if a learner is to be involved in rehabilitation work, they might be shown the product of 
rehabilitation work previously undertaken and informed about the characteristics of making this 
work successful.  This strategy provides a basis for the individual to establish goals for learning. 
 
The two examples provided here are indicative of the curriculum model referred to above, which 
suggests there is potential for workers to apply their skills in other areas e.g. under the auspices of 
authorisation training and also focus on one area of functional activities (e.g dragline operations.  
So it is recommended that a sequence of activities, which the learner has to undertake be 
formalised, in the development of expertise with guided activities being considered the key unit of 
learning.  
 
 
4.1.3  Meeting demands of external testers (e.g. Worksafe Australia, national accreditation) 
 
In overview, the recommendations for meeting the demands of external testers are illustrated in 
Table 4.3. 
 Table 4.3 
 Meeting the demands of external assessors 

(i) improved rigour in training and assessment practice 
 
(ii) closer alignment with standard and benchmarks 

 
 
 
(i) improved rigour in training and assessment practice 
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The rigour of the assessment processes at the minesites should be sufficient to meet the needs of 
external assessors such as those from the Workplace health and Safety Division of DEVETIR.  
Acknowledgment by such an external body would assist in establishing the credibility of the 
assessment processes.  Equally, the demands of such processes could become a basis for practice 
at the minesites.  One of the outcomes of such assessment is that it would sever several purposes 
such as fulfilling the requirements of legislated requirements under the Mines Act, address areas of 
legislated assessment under workplace safety legislation and furnish the workers with certification. 
 So one goal for the improved rigour for assessment practice referred to below (in section 4.5) is 
the ability for internal assessment processes to meet the demands of external assessors. 
 
(ii) closer alignment with standard and benchmarks 
 
Although there are no standards or benchmarks that can remove the assessors' judgement, the 
availability of standards and benchmarks provided by external sources offer a basis for more 
objective (hence valid and reliable assessment).  Therefore, the utilisation of detailed standards 
may well have a place in providing benchmarks which can be used to make more valid judgements 
about workers' skills. 
 
 
4.1.4  Authorisation an inherent part of learning and assessment process 
 
As stated above, the authorisation process of training and assessment should be integrated in the 
overall training of workers rather than being seen as something which has a `stand-alone' role and 
there will be the requirement for further `familiarisation' training for the worker to able to apply 
those skills in the functional areas for which they have been authorised.  Familiarisation training 
should be limited to the application of skills in different work area, for instance the transfer of 
dozer driving skills for rehabilitation to the coal stockpile. 
 
4.1.5  Engage learners' interest in more than dollars 
 
Given that, as stated above, learning is a constructive process the interest and motivation of the 
learner are important considerations in the individuals construction of knowledge.  Essentially, if 
the learner does not value what is being learnt then they are likely to acquire knowledge in a 
superficial way that has no lasting change on their behaviour or performance.  If, as is reported in 
the data and interviews, workers are only participating in training to secure additional 
remuneration then there is the likelihood of only those superficial outcomes associated with testing 
procedures which become important and be focussed on what is learnt.  Although it is suggested 
that the assessment processes become more rigorous this will not fully compensate for the 
disinterest of the learner.  As stated above the provision of formal certificates that will help 
establish an occupational identity for Production workers and a place within that occupation may 
assist in workers participating more richly in training opportunities in order to be acknowledged 
within this occupational area.  The pride of trade which is reported as being so strong in Germany 
appears to be all about associations with a particular occupation.  Initiatives to formally recognise 
production workers identity may see them engage in these activities in a far more rigorous way 
than if they are merely attempting to seek additional remuneration. 
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4.2Access 
 
As stated above, there are four dimensions of access.  Firstly, there is the potential availability of 
training, which as indicated above might be different across work areas (e.g. between Engineering 
and Production workers).  Secondly, a quota system which determines the amount of trained 
workers and hence training opportunities required in each area.  Thirdly, the access to these 
training opportunities is influenced by seniority arrangements, and fourthly, is the quality of the 
access to equipment, guidance, practice during the training opportunities.   
 
In overview the recommendations for access to training opportunities are as illustrated in Table 4.4. 
 Table 4.4 
 Access to training opportunities 

· limited access (less frequent) to high quality training and intensive practice 
 
· access determined by quota and succession planning, but would not proceed unless 

provision for extensive guided practice could be accessed 
 
· realistic expectations about extend of skills basket and maintenance of that basket 

 
It is deducted from the data that the quantum of training or assessment that was accessible after 
the implementation of the work model has resulted in structural problems associated with the 
ability to use and even maintain the array of skills that were recognised.  In essence, it appears 
that too much training occurred in areas where there may have been no need which was not 
supported by access to ongoing practice resulting in superficial outcomes and also the recognition 
of skills which will never be used.   
 
It is therefore recommended that training opportunities should be linked to careful succession 
planning and the ability to furnish the learner with adequate guided experience to develop robust 
vocational knowledge.  This is already occurring at some minesites.  This means that the training 
opportunity will be less frequent, but be of a higher quality in terms of duration, guidance and 
more focussed on productive activities.  Therefore, fewer but better opportunities would be 
available, and for workers training opportunities would be further apart.  Therefore, it is 
recommended that training opportunities only be provided when a commitment to ongoing guided 
practice can be made.  These approaches will be the product of careful succession planning. 
 
Moreover, expectations about the breadth of skills baskets have to be realistic.  The ability of a 
worker to maintain their skills should be reasonable and reflect minesite realities.  It seems that it 
is no parties interest for workers' to be recognised as possessing skills which they cannot safely 
practise in the workplace. 
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4.3Decision-making 
 
In overview, the recommendations for decision-making about training are as illustrated in Table 
4.5. 
 Table 4.5 
 Decisions making about training 

· role for training committee to focus on quality of provisions and engendering ownership and an 
openness to skill formation 

 
· specialist training staff and supervisors need to be involved in the decision-making about 

training 

 
4.3.1 Role for training committee to focus on quality of provisions and engendering ownership and 

an openness to skill formation 
 
As issues about the quality of training and assessment dominated the data from the minesites, it is 
appropriate for minesite Training Committees to have a role in considering issues about the quality 
of training and its continual improvement.  Equally, for any certification awarded in the mines to 
be accepted as having rigorous standing, the Training Committees should also consider matters of 
improvement of assessment practices, as it is in all parties' long-term interest that these issues be 
addressed.  The standing of workers' recognised skills will fall into disrepute if the assessment 
process is perceived to be lacking in validity. 
 
The transformation of the Training Committees to an active training unit, as at Goonyella-Riverside, 
is one approach, which requires the professional preparation of training staff.  Alternatively, 
Training Committees whose key focus is to deliberate on policy and matters of access might focus 
more on enhancing the quality of training provisions and maintaining and developing the rigour of 
assessment. 
 
 
4.3.2Specialist trainers and supervisors involvement in the decision-making about training 
 
Moreover, it is recommended that specialist trainers be involved in minesite decision-making 
including participation in training committees.  This will allow important professional input into 
the decisions about the management of and quality of the training arrangements and provide a 
basis for the trainers to take greater responsibility for those provisions. 
 
In addition, as supervisors make decisions about training and how it is sponsored in the workplace, 
they may well be required to be prepared to participate in training provisions and how best they 
can be undertaken (see also next section).  The data clearly indicated that foremen want to have a 
greater say in the training provisions yet, may be unprepared for their role in training.  Therefore, 
it is recommended that the professionally prepared minesite trainers and supervisors participate 
more in decision-making associated with training and assessment, albeit in ways best reflected by 
their respective expertise. 
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4.4Commitment to training 
 
The recommendations on commitment to training relate to four sets of stakeholders; Management, 
Union delegates, Supervisors and Workers.  In the next subsections changes for these four sets of 
stakeholders are advocated. 
 
4.4.1Management 
 
In overview, the recommendations of minesites management's commitment to training are as 
illustrated in Table 4.6. 
 Table 4.6 
 Minesite management's commitment to training 

· own the training and encourage professional practice 
 
· develop training expertise 
 
· liaise with coordinating body 

 
(i) ownership of training and encouraging professional practice 
 
Given the cost of training provision at minesites it is necessary to maximise their investment in the 
development of workers' skills.  Whereas in some areas it is reported that the planning for training 
through succession arrangements is well organised, in others this was stated as not being the case. 
 During the implementation of the OCWM such planning appeared to have been largely concerned 
with training and assessing large numbers of workers and not so much on the ability to effectively 
learn, apply and maintain knowledge about minesite activities.  For example, at one mine, 
hundreds of workers are accredited with fork lift skills they will never use, whereas it was claimed 
other areas are left short of skills.  It appear that there has to be a greater emphasis on planning 
for succession, and it is now timely to consider this in a strategic way, as is occurring at some sites.  
Interestingly, at all mines there is a growing interest in the management of the skilled workers' skills 
through data bases.  However, in addition to this human resource management focus it is 
important for the ownership of the quality of the training and assessment being conducted at the 
mines be secured.  Given the investment in training it would appear natural that minesites would 
want to be satisfied that quality training and rigorous assessment where taking place.  Perhaps, 
one issue is that most trainers are responsible to Human Resource Management personnel who 
may lack an understanding of the training function.  It is therefore recommended that 
management take a broader interest in the training arrangements and encourage high quality 
training and rigorous assessment. 
 
(ii) develop training expertise 
 
Building on the above it would seem that it would be in minesite's interests to develop the 
expertise of its specialist trainers and those who are involved in training.  For example, as stated 
above the professional preparation of dedicated minesite trainers should be encouraged as these 
workers are engaged in a wide range of professional practice, and should be no less professionally 
prepared for this role than those who work and teach in institutions such as TAFE colleges.  
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Moreover, simple instructional techniques such as those referred to in section 4.1.1 could be taught 
to those workers who are assisting with guided learning in the workplace during the periods of 
extended practice as part of a shift activities.  Furthermore, supervisors should undertake that 
type of preparation as well as being encouraged to become more involved in the planing and 
organisation of the training arrangements as they have strongly requested. 
 
(iii) liaison with coordinating body 
 
As stated above, it seems that the training and assessment at minesites would benefit from having 
a centralised coordinating body through which the training across minesites could be facilitated, 
guided and coordinated.  The degree that such an idea is likely to be successful is the interaction 
between minesites and any coordinating body.  It seems that for many initiatives, the 
"if-it-wasn't-developed-here-then-its-no-good" syndrome has emerged.  However, learning from 
others' experiences is essential and ultimately a highly useful and pragmatic approach.  Positive 
interaction amongst minesites and a coordinating unit may well assist in raising the standards of 
training and assessment through moderation, by reducing the isolation of trainers and developing a 
growing body of expertise on training for coal mines. 
 
4.4.2Union delegates 
 
In overview, the recommendations of union delegates' commitment to training are as illustrated in 
Table 4.7. 
 Table 4.7 
 Union delegate's commitment to training 

· broaden concerns to become associated with quality of training and assessment 
 
· develop further occupational identity of coal workers 

 
(i) quality of training and assessment 
 
Some union delegates and officials have expressed concerns about the quality of training and 
assessment during the implementation phase.  This indicates a broader concern than training 
being viewed as being a mechanism for securing increased remuneration.  It would seem that this 
view needs to be more widely disseminated in the membership by delegates.  In addition, union 
participation in Training Committees might need to be expanded to include concerns about the 
quality of training and assessment and arrangements which can be implemented to improve their 
performance.  
 
(ii) develop further occupational identity of coal workers 
 
Although there is clearly an identity associated with coal mining there seems remains differences in 
how different groups of workers perceive themselves (e.g. tradesworkers, dragline operators), 
which probably influences how they think about themselves in terms of their identity.  If all coal 
workers could experience the full association that formal recognition of their skills this might 
influence how they go about developing further their occupational knowledge.  It is partially an 
accident that certain work areas enjoy the status of formal certification while some don't.  
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However, recent research (Billett, 1993a) indicates that work forces are not divided into those who 
engage in complex thinking and those who do not.  Rather, all types of workers reported engaging 
in effortful activities, regardless of whether they were trade workers or not.  Although the notion 
of creating professional guilds of workers seems fanciful, some similar mechanism might be 
possible through unions to assist with the further development of identity and `pride of trade'. 
 
4.4.3Supervisors 
 
In overview, the recommendations for supervisors' commitment to training are as illustrated in 
Table 4.8. 
 Table 4.8 
 Supervisors' commitment to training 

· gain responsibility for training functions 
 
· liaise with training staff 

 
(i) gain responsibility for training functions 
 
The data from the foremen strongly stated that they should have an increased role in the 
decision-making associated with training.  Clearly, first line supervisors feel the need to be taking 
an enhanced role in the training arrangement which are available or accessible by those workers for 
whom they are responsible.  As stated above, an enhanced role for supervisors might need to 
include some preparation in their role in the training arrangements.   
 
(ii) liaise with training staff 
 
The likelihood of success in the sort of training arrangements stated above (i.e. extended periods of 
practice through participating in shifts), will be dependent upon the opportunities provided by 
supervisors.  Therefore, close interaction with trainers may be necessary to assist in securing 
those goals as well as an appreciation of the sorts of training goals being attempted. 
 
 
4.4.4Workers 
 
In overview, the recommendations for workers' commitment to training are as illustrated in Table 
4.9. 
 Table 4.9 
 Workers' commitment to training 

· engage in training activities as personal development activity rather 
than solely for increased remuneration 

 
· consider giving something (e.g. theory training in own time) 

 
(i)engage in training activities as personal development activity rather than solely for increased 

remuneration 
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Although it is difficult to change entrenched practices, it would seem that a key issue associated 
with training can only be addressed by a change in the motivation for and interest in training by 
workers.  If workers view participating in training activities as an opportunity for personal or 
occupational development, it is highly likely that the outcomes will be far richer than if they view 
participation as being a means to secured additional remuneration.  Such is the nature of way 
individuals construct knowledge that learners' interest and willingness to participate in the effortful 
process of acquiring new knowledge is influenced by how they view the worth of the activity.  If 
the `dash for cash' can be de-emphasised as a motivation to participate in training and be replaced 
by a commitment to professional growth then significant changes in safe and effective work 
practices may occur.  It would seem the prospect of such a change occurring is likely to be 
dependent on the prospect of some formal recognition of minesite workers knowledge. 
 
(ii)consider giving something (e.g. theory training in own time)  
 
Again this may seem a fanciful recommendation, but if workers were encouraged to give up some 
of their own time to participate in training, then this may well change their views about their 
activities.  However, during the validation interviews it was made clear that such a commitment 
would only likely to be forthcoming if there was some greater ultimate goal such as work towards a 
Certificate which would give them similar recognition as tradespersons. 
 
 
4.5Assessment and accreditation 
 
In overview, the recommendations for the assessment procedures at minesites are illustrated in 
Table 4.10. 
 Table 4.10 
 Improving assessment procedures 

· Improvement in assessors' skills (training & professional preparation) 
 
· Process needs to be more transparent (e.g. objectives, moderation, auditing) 
 
· Moderation across areas and minesites 

 
(i) Improvement in assessors' skills (training & professional preparation) 
 
As has been stated above there is a clear need to improve the standard of assessment at the 
minesites.  This may be achieved in part by a more thorough professional preparation of those 
engaged in assessment.  As noted in 4.1.1, there are courses which workers can enrol to improve 
their ability to make formal assessments of workers' skills.  Participation in these courses needs to 
be embedded in minesite activities.  However, rather than all of those involved in assessment 
engaging in short assessment courses, it is necessary for specialist trainers to have a more 
comprehensive understanding of assessment and its relationship to the sorts of knowledge that are 
required for effective work practice. 
 
(ii) Process needs to be more transparent (objectives, moderation, auditing) 
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There were reported wide spread perceptions that favouritism and cheating were common 
experiences in the assessment processes.  If comprehensible standards for assessment and 
transparent assessment processes are in place, such as engaging in moderation to assist with the 
reliability of assessment and the auditing of assessment process, it is likely that the process will be 
seen as being more objective, reliable and valid.  By making the process more transparent 
perceptions and anxiety about unfair assessment should diminish. 
 
(iii) Moderation across areas and minesites 
 
Again, as stated above, there needs to be a focus on moderation of assessment processes.  This is 
likely to be most effectively conducted both across minesites and amongst areas within minesites.  
As stated above moderation will remove the pressure of the host tester and otherwise influence 
the standing of the assessment process. 
 
 
4.5.1Accreditation 
 
The formal recognition of workers' skills through accredited courses, government-issued certificates 
and authorisation should be equally available across the workforce.  At this time some workers 
are denied the formal basis of occupational identity and the potential for seeking work in other 
mines or sectors that other workers enjoy.  In addition to these pragmatic issues of workers' 
needs, which may not be shared by all stakeholders, there is the underlying concept of developing 
further coal workers' notion of occupational identity. 
 
In this final section an attempt has ben made to offer recommendations arising from the concerns 
of workers and other stakeholders about the training and assessment practices which underpinned 
the implementation of the work model.  As it is anticipated that increasing this model will undergo 
minesite based refinements these recommendations have attempted to suggest mechanisms and 
processes that are likely to be adapted to particular minesite requirements. 
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 Appendix One 
 Comparisons of data across mine sites (goals, issues and implementation) 
 

   Black water (Bowden & Barry, 1995)  Saraji (Barry & Bowden, 1995a)  Goonyella-Riverside (Barry & Bowden, 1995b) 

Mine & 
management 
objectives 

productivity affected by:- 
. deepening seams (greater overburden) 
. supply of thermal to QEC 
. levels of phosphate 
. aging prep plant 
 
therefore:- 
. need to reduce workforce to increase 
profitability thereby attracting capital 
expenditure 
. model aimed to achieve this pre-model w/f 556 
- current 514, desired 491 
. however, low morale & extensive overtime 
 
 
Goal of single union coverage, preferably UMW 

High producing mine (record yield in 1994) yet:- 
.increased cost of moving overburden, may limit 
life of mine (anticipated decline of ROC 
. not suitable for use as underground operation 
. no new capital investment planned 
. may necessitate shifting non-overburden 
removal staff to 5 day rosters.  Mine 
management have to keep tight control over 
costs 
 
Therefore, improvements need to come from 
use of workers' skills and effective methods 
rather than capital purchases. 
Management team cohesive - recognised the 
shortcomings of the NMEC and did something 
about it - the Saraji model 
(mining industry specific competencies 
instigated by UMW lodge) management 
encouraged this and help the development of 
the nationally  recognised Certificate of Mine 
Maintenance 
(support from BHPAC ad UMW) 
. imposed a quota to restrict movement 
staff 668  - 6 draglines 

A high performing mine which produces high 
quality coal.  However, different potential,in 
two leases.  Problems include: 
. two mines at different stages and with different 
prospects 
. requires extensive capital investment 
. seams getting deeper, overburden greater (60% 
of costs) 
. large workforce (1162) 
. incompatibility of some aspects of two mine's 
operations 
. logistics of large operation (shifts, keeping track 
of skills) 
 
Therefore cost cuttings and savings are key 
issues.   
. manning at low levels 
. increased use of contractors 
. UMW has been more amenable to contract 
work than AMWU or CEPU 
cost reduction exercises influenced the mode of 
implementing the model (e.g. the sheep dip 
approach to training and "soft" RPL process) 
 
 

Union structures, 
divisions and 
objectives 

in production area UMW sole coverage, no 
demarks 
in engineering - AMWU dominate - therefore goal 

Apart from Electricians who stated with ETU 
(CEPU), all workers became aligned with UMW, 
this included metal workers. 

UMW membership comprises 800 of 1100 
workers.  80 trade persons belong to AMWU 
and 18 electricians to CEPU. 
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   Black water (Bowden & Barry, 1995)  Saraji (Barry & Bowden, 1995a)  Goonyella-Riverside (Barry & Bowden, 1995b) 

of single union not achieved 
CEPU - represents electricians 
in service all UMW, but reducing in numbers - 
attempt to keep out CEPU/AMWU 
 
Overall, UMW is major union with over 300 
members.  Yet UMW officials reflect previous 
FEDFA/AMWU, thereby entrenching differences 
between UMW and AMWU 
 
notion of "identity"  central to affiliations 
 
ACSA - outside of model - foremen unprepared to 
implement 
 

The evolving structures sought to develop 
arrangements that reflected a wider range of 
interests 
 
Ex-FEDFA member unhappy about loss of 
principle job. Due to their limited skills dragline 
operators did not fare well on the realignment.  
However, the current declared level of dragline 
operators is seen as inappropriate. 
 
UMW Lodge led by ex AMWU president 
interested in integrating the engineering stream 
into the model, yet not supportive of NMEC 
which would lead to high levels and quarantining 
 
entrenched hostility between unions MWU and 
CEPU makes common goals difficult to achieve. 

 
Unlike other sites the UMW has been able to 
make inroads into CEPU's membership, although 
this appears to be a product of ill-feeling 
between electricians at two separate sites. 
Uneasy relationship amongst the unions. 
To overcome problems the mine site 
management decided to appoint the UMW as 
primary bargaining agent.   
 
Uneasy relationship results in (i) restriction by 
UMW on use of B skills by trades persons; (ii) 
future of NMEC and (iii) quarantining of skills. 
UMW sees no future for NMEC. 
 
Quarantining of additional skills 

Implementation Production and engineering stream adopted 
NMEC, management accepted NMEC. 
 
Skills audit poorly conducted, led to industrial 
objectives 
 
1. testing procedure privileged propositional 
knowledge and routine, rather than non-routine 
performance 
2. `usual job' concept remains 
3. concept 2 challenged by Bacon decision.  
(viewed by UMW as a means to remove 
contractors and underestimation of numbers of 
AMWU/CEPU members who reached Level 6 

model implemented with management 
exercising control over the challenge testing. 
 
Also the testing by a senior foreman saw a low 
level of articulation into the higher levels of the 
Model, at this mine. 
 
Despite standards of challenge testing at this 
mine there were few differences than at 
Blackwater or Goonyella.  
 
The lengthy transition period resulted in the 
unresolved issue of the engineering stream.  
Despite the broad membership of the UMW the 

production area similar to other sites except that 
the implementation appeared to be very lax, in 
terms of validity of assessment process with 
management adopting a hands off approach. 
Outcome - a higher % of workers moved to 
higher levels than at other sites 
 
UMW concerned at the low standards and the 
granting of competence when it didn't exist 
 
Clause 20 agreement to introduce functional area 
concept to be introduced.  While a mine-site 
concept may work at smaller sires it may not 
work at G-R because of size. 
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   Black water (Bowden & Barry, 1995)  Saraji (Barry & Bowden, 1995a)  Goonyella-Riverside (Barry & Bowden, 1995b) 

 
Production workers moved through levels, but 
workers credited with skills they were not 
competent within 
 

concerns about the engineering strand dominate 
action further advances with the model. 

 
. engineering stream not resolved 

Training Assessment through RPL, based on propositional 
knowledge and routine tasks 
. majority of trades persons to Level 6  ($3 
million) 
 
Management commitment - minimal training and 
concerns about lost production time resulted in 
65% being competency level 
 
Concerns (i) management  - $ and usefulness of 
NMEC (ii) quality of credentials [AMWU & CEPU 
members did well] 
 
Local agreement - no quarantine of over 15 skills. 
 
Challenge testing different across streams. 
Production workers against individual pieces of 
equipment 
Engineering workers against NMEC 
 

 A key issue at Saraji is the search for an 
alternative to NMEC which was discredited at 
other sites because of the flawed (and 
differentiated assessment process) 
 
In place of the highly specific NMEC, a certificate 
which was supposed to address mine-site needs 
was developed. CMM - 17 modules - no 
quarantining.  If a worker had the knowledge it 
should be used.   
 
However, it was the UMW's position that 
completion of this Certificate should led to 
movement to levels 6 to 9, which was outside of 
current levels of payment.  This ambit was 
rejected by management. 
 
After this rejection, the proponents of the model 
stated that they would revert to the NMEC with 
quarantining. Some basis remains for 
negotiations. 

Mine management believe there may be little 
need for training at the minesite given the age 
and experience of workforce. 
What they need is to be able to apply those skills 
in away that will provide more "rationale 
outcomes". 
 
One area is seen as requiring additional training - 
dragline operators. 
 
Whilst AMWU and CEPU praise NMEC, UMW and 
management remain opposed. 
Assessment by BATMAN college was quicker and 
more dubious (speed and financial imperatives) 
average NMEC module being accredited in a 20 
minute oral examination. 
NMEC did nothing to change the way work was 
done. 
Saraji model favoured by UMW  

Analysis - 
perceptions of 
model 

Management - model viewed negatively. 
 
 . Flexibility not realised 
 . NMEC bore little resemblance to mine's needs 
 . Engineering stream got increased 

UMW donates minesite membership, although 
CEPU still separate, and further amalgamation 
seems unlikely.   
. No engineering stream, although entrenched 
interest in this issue from UMW. 

deepening seams require the purchase of 
additional plant to remove overburden. 
 
Good prospects for mine as 
open-cut/underground mine 
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   Black water (Bowden & Barry, 1995)  Saraji (Barry & Bowden, 1995a)  Goonyella-Riverside (Barry & Bowden, 1995b) 

remuneration 
 
Foremen 
. they didn't received the increased remuneration 
that other workers did, yet were expected to deal 
with more complex work practice 
. acuity level increased with removal of leading 
hand 
. implementation a low priority given the other 
demands 
 
Unions 
Production stream no demarks - one union 
(UMW), yet dominated by ex FEDFA and AMWU 
reps. 
Process of amalgamation of metal workers 
unresolved (also at Goonyella) 
 
Potential benefit of Menu B skills have not been 
realised because of disputes over usage of those 
skills. 
 
 
 

Entrenched attitudes of management whose 
goal to tightly manage the operations of the 
mine were at odds with the union's concern to 
secure higher wages.  The minesite remains 
locked out of the system which elsewhere has 
delivered high wages but not necessarily any 
improvement in flexibility of workpractice. 
 
Production stream 
strict assessment, but even so still problems, 
(e.g. haste with assessment of workers on shift) 
and lack of involvement by supervisors. 
 
Proposed engineering stream 
CMM nationally accredited Certificate, favoured 
by the QMITC. This as yet untried alternative to 
NMEC, while being supported at the minesite 
may not be fully endorsed by senior 
management. 
Mine manager believes that functional approach 
may be useful 

 
management is working to have a single 
bargaining partner (UMW). 
management 
lack of commitment to training, a product of lack 
of time need to maintain productivity. 
unions 
dual coverage, with UMW dominating.  For 
AMWU the model has meant an improvement in 
relativities, but little change is evident beyond 
that.  Given the management preference the 
AMWU and CEPU play a stalling and spoiling 
game. 
a revised model would include a clause 20 
agreement - functional areas. 

Training AMWU supportive of NMEC, management and 
MWU are not 
 
Duncan's decision which ruled in favour of 
granting quarantining skills,has caused doubt 
about any benefits of implementing work model 
 

Alternative to NMEC - derived from TAFE Nat. 
Coal Project - developed by UMW 
 
having gained coverage for metal workers had to 
address their needs and also a BHPAC goal of 
developing mining specific training programs. 
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   Black water (Bowden & Barry, 1995)  Saraji (Barry & Bowden, 1995a)  Goonyella-Riverside (Barry & Bowden, 1995b) 

Value of NMEC questioned due to doubts about 
assessment process and congruence between the 
modules' content and work in the coal mines. 
 
workers perceived to be limited in their skill base 
were often reported as gaining high levels of 
accreditation. 
 
Lack of management involvement in process 
Some union officials were highly active thereby 
assisting in high participation levels 

Cert of Mine Maintenance has limited prospect 
of becoming universally adopted:- 
 
1. caught in local impasse, no support from 
Brisbane Head Office 
. linkages to an alternative engineering stream 
.progressed as far as is possible at local level 
 

Conclusions BHPAC didn't achieve goals of flexibility and 
access to unlimited skills. 
 
Company's approach to training left it open to 
the movement of wages and uncertainty about 
the validity of assessment 
 
 
 
 
 

Management view that this review should 
conclude that there are a number of streams in 
production - a more flexible version of the 
principle jobs. 
 
Context of Saraji - (i) not unique for having no 
AMWU reps (no commitment to NMEC (ii) slow 
implementation 
 
Unfortunate that the Saraji alternative has come 
to represent conflict between the manger and 
Lodge president. 

 

 


